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Sujeepan Variyeswaran

Kenneth Trøigaard Glasdam

Introduction
As a part of our final semester project, we have chosen
to work with the extensive assignment of designing a
multi-functional arena, located in the new area of Copenhagen, Ørestaden. The project period of the master
thesis on the architectural specialization of Architecture
& Design, Aalborg University, starting July and ended
November 2014.

“ Physically, a stadium can accommodate the inhabitants of a town or part of a city for a few precious hours.
Emotionally, it can captivate entire cities and countries, and, for certain events, hold the attention of up
to half the world for days on end. Stadia are buildings which change lives, furnishing us with folklore and
memories that remain ingrained within our collective culture for years and years after the events that gave
rise to them. Stadia and the activities they encompass can lift the individual to elation and evoke a euphoria
that may never be forgotten.”
(Sheard Rod, HOK LOBB 2001, p. XIV)

During our education, we have worked with the design
of smaller scale ateliers, large office buildings, churches and sustainable social building complexes, targeted
costumers of both private persons, public buildings and
companies. Coming from a semester of internship in different architectural offices, we felt that working with a
project such as this, on the last semester, would encompass all previously acquired skills into our largest project
during this education.
The motivation for working with this field is our shared
interest in a growing tendency in Denmark and the world,
for larger cultural centers, which has to be able to offer
almost endless possibilities in sports, concerts, exhibitions and other events, compared to the previous single-sport stadia. With a point of departure in the architectural competition for Copenhagen Arena, the potential
of a highly modern multi-functional building, allowing for
various types of events, will be explored both in regards
to the many technical requirements but also the aesthetical aspects, which seems to be forgotten in many arena
projects today.
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Introduction
to Analysis Part 1
This, the first part of the analysis, represents the first
stage of the project in the integrated design process,
where a basic knowledge of the topic is obtained.
The following section of the report deals with the historical aspect of cultural buildings, and the importance of
the multi-arena phenomenon versus the traditional onesport stadium, also in a Nordic context, to get a broaden
understanding of the subject in general.
More specific to the competition, this project is derived
from, the competition program will be examined, the project site analyzed and the local conditions investigated.
From this a vision for the further project course is finally
developed to lead the design process and further investigations.
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Year 0

566 BC

Fig. 1: Year: 566 BC, Panathenaic Stadium, multi-purpose
stadium, Athens, Greece. Capacity of 50 000 in 140 AD, 80
000 at the first modern Olympic Games in 1896.

Fig. 3: Year 1885: West Side Park, Baseball Park with bicycle
track, Chicago, Illinois, USA. Demolished 1920. Capacity of
about 10 000 spectators.

Fig. 5: Year 1933: Sportpaleis Antwerpen, multi-purpose hall for
concerts, sporting events, festivals, fairs and sports as track cycling and tennis. Belgium, Germany. Capacity between 15 000
and 23 000.

Fig. 7: Year 1987: Dražen Petrovic Basketball Hall, basketball arena with concerts and fairs, Zagreb, Croatia. Seating
capacity of 5 400 spectators.

Fig. 2: Year 70: Colosseum, multi-purpose amphitheatre,
Rome, Italy. Seating capacity between 87 000 and 50 000.

Fig. 4: Year 1908: White City Stadium, Olympic Stadium with
marathon, greyhound and speedway racing, London, England, capacity of 93 000 spectators.

Fig. 6: Year 1964: Anaheim Stadium (now Angel Stadium), Baseball Park, Anaheim, California, USA

Fig. 8: Year 1991: Cairo Stadium Indoor Halls Complex, 4 Olympic-standard, multi-use indoor sporting arenas for athletics, field hockey and soccer.
Cairo, Egypt. Capacity of 20 000 in main hall.

2005

1964

1933

1908

1885

Evolution of the Sports Arena

Fig. 9: Year 2000: Saitama Super Arena, Indoor Multi Arena, Saitama, Japan. Main arena capacity between 19 000 and 22 500 varying between basketball, volleyball, tennis, ice hockey, gymnastics,
boxing, mixed martial arts, professional wrestling and American
football.

The arena as an architectural element in the cities goes
thousands of years and many different cultures back
through our history. Its function has not changed much
during the centuries, but continuous adding many different options, it has always been a center for culture and
entertainment. Simultaneous many of the same demands
of the visitors are still present, but has only increased in
numbers and become diverse while also more specific.
Proper sight lines from the visitors on the tribunes to the
field has, as an example, been one of the primary demands since the ancient Greece to the advanced stadia
today. Continuously during the years technical aspects
has been more substantial, as constructions became
bigger, visitors' flow through the large buildings became
more important and the demand in aesthetics became
more prominent, as the arena evolved from a plane at the
foot of a hill to function as a cultural landmark in major
cities.
Our knowledge of the first types of arena goes back to
the Ancient Greece with ancestral prototypes as stadia
and hippodromes. The hippodrome was an early type of
stadium only used for horse racing and chariot racing.
Minimizing the amount of construction needed Greek
hippodromes was usually set out on the slope of a hill,
using the sloping terrain for spectator seating. Excess
dirt was used to form the opposing embankment, either
creating a semicircular or square tribune bowl, about
198m and 228m long and 37m wide. In a smaller but
similar fashion is the Greece theater created in a circular
shape, with one of the best preserved examples being
the Theatre of Epidaurus, 400 BC. [archaeology.about.com]
[Geraint, 2013] [britannica.com, 1]

Fig. 10: Year 2005: Allianz Arena, Football Stadium, Munich, Germany. Capacity of 66 000 to 75 000 spectators. The first stadium
in the world with an exterior of full colour-inflated plastic panels.

A later counterpart to the Greek hippodrome was the Roman circus, which also hosted horse racing while serving
as a mass entertainment venue. The largest example of
its time is the Circus Maximus, accommodating about
150,000 spectators, situated in the center of ancient
Rome 500BC. Situated on a flat site, the circus had been
built from the ground up to support different venues,
from smaller events with dancers and musicians, but also
larger games including leopards, bears and elephants.

Around year 400 Circus Maximus became one of the
largest sports arenas ever built. The U-shaped structure
with seats on three sides, was enlarged under Constatine
to a final size of 610 by 190 meters with a seating capacity of 250 000 spectators. [crystalinks.com] [britannica.com, 2]
Situated close to Circus Maximus was the Colosseum
of Rome from 80 AD, with a centrally placed arena similar to the classical amphitheaters. From four storeys of
high-rising tiers, this open-air venue supported 50 000 to
80 000 spectators, who could enjoy various games, animal hunts, bloody gladiatorial contests, executions and
re-enactments of famous battles. The 189m by 155m
ecliptic construction consisted of 80 arched openings to
each of the lower three storeys and a broadening base
towards the arena below, serving as an artificial hillside
to support the many spectators, but also creating a stable structure utilizing series of vaults and arches. The
broader base also provided a larger internal space suited
for the many visitors circulating the different levels of the
building. [Byrnes, 2005] [Geraint, 2013]
As the Christian cult of its time became legitimized by the
Edict of Milan year 313 in agreement with Constantine I
and Roman emperor Licinius, the pagan practice of chariot racing was banned, starting a conversion of circuses
into non-sports public facilities. Short after the Olympic
Games was abolished, creating a shift from the development new types of stadia, to the new type of building
typologies, such as churches, cathedrals, castles and
fortifications. [worldstadiums.com]
As unifying sports as football and rugby became popular
as a social happening for the residents of Britain’s industrialized cities during the beginning of 19th century, a
need for new stadia emerged again. Simple tribunes was
erected around single-purpose sport grounds, but with
the introduction of the television, during BBC’s broadcast
of an Arsenal football match in 1937, a significant competition to satisfy the masses arose. Still many modern
stadia address only one segment, as the American Football teams’ local stadia, but can also host other events as
concerts off-season. [Sheard, 2001]
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The tendencies to have few arenas with many different
potentials, and also smaller more specific arenas, is well
known in Denmark and the northern countries. Typically,
the small Nordic countries has equivalent small populations to attract an incessant large crowd to only one type
of event and still uphold a viable business.
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Of popular branches of sport in Denmark, football is one
of the few where local teams can have a larger dedicated
stadium for their matches. Telia Parken in Copenhagen
currently has a capacity of 38 000 seats and is the biggest of its kind in Denmark. While being the home ground
of FC Copenhagen and also the Danish national football
team, it still function as a concert venue and hosted the
Eurovision Song Contest 2001, which entailed the construction of a retractable roof. As many events require
roofed arenas, as in the case of Parken, closed arenas
are in high regards to accommodate many other different
popular branches of sports, e.g. handball, badminton,
dancing, swimming, cycling and icehockey. [parken.dk]

18
17

Realised pre-2007

1. Arena Nord, Frederikshavn
2. Gigantium, Aalborg
3. NRGi Arena, Aarhus
4. Forum, Horsens
5. Arena, Fyn
6. Ballerup Super Arena
7. Farum Arena
8. Parken Arena
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Realised
pre-2007

9. Holstebro Sportsarena
10. Multihal Århus
11. Aarhus Sport Campus
12. Herning Super Arena
13. Grindsted Globen, Billund
14. Multidome, Vejle
15. Multiarena, Esbjerg
16. Kolding Superdome
17. Multiarena, Sønderborg
18. Svendborg Hallerne

19. Næstved Arena
20. Holdbæk Multiarena
21. Køge Multiarena
22. HCA Arena Høje Tåstrup
23. Arena Ørestad / Cph Dome
24. Gentofte Sportspark
25. Arena Nordsjælland, Hillerød

In 2007 up to 35 projects of multi arenas was either being
planned or under construction in Denmark and southern
Sweden, of which a minimum of seven multi arenas had
already been constructed in Denmark between 1999 to
2007. These can support 2 500 to 5 000 spectators, 18
of the planned arenas are able to support 2 500 to 35
000 spectators, with nine having a capacity of more than
10 000. Adding theaters and establishments that do not

26. Scandinavium, Göteborg
27. Telenor Arena, Karlskrona
28. Malmö Arena
29. Arena Helsingborg
30. Lund Arena
31. Ystad Arena
32. Kristianstad Arena
33. Halmstad Arena
34. Gotland Arena
35. Nya Arena Skövde

Fig. 11

provide facilities for sports the number is much higher.
These 35 projects can be seen on the adjacent figure,
where some has been realised since 2007, some has
moved location while new projects has been established,
like the Copenhagen arena in Ørestaden. [kural, 2007]
Therefore, the key to a successful multi arena can no
longer be an arena with only a perfect view to the field,
but will have to offer much more. An American study from
2006 showed that most consumers that seek experiences typically priorities many different kinds of events. 43%
of consumers went to cultural events, sports and others,
with 2% only being interested in sports. This supports
the idea that the multi arena has to promote many different types of events, with a resulting need to be able to
adapt and adjust its facilities. As a comparison, O2 World
in Berlin from 2008 has a capacity of 17 000 people, is
the home of ALBA Berlin basketball team and the Eisbären Berlin ice hockey club, is also used for handball
and concerts and has an aim of 150 annual events and
one million visitors. [kural, 2007] [o2world-berlin.de]

Ørestad District
The Ørestad is a newer district in Copenhagen, located
in Amager. The area was unused until 1992, when it was
decided by the Copenhagen Municipality to build a new
district. The masterplan for the area created by a Joint
venture, by the Danish architectural firm KHR Architects
and the Finish firm APRT. The Masterplan was presented
in 1997 and the first building was built in the 2001.
Ørestad is 5km long and 0.5km wide and divided into 5
smaller districts each with their own identity and characteristic. Ørestad is located near the protected commons
Amager fælled and Kalvebod fælled. Ørestad houses
8500 inhabitants in 2013, the plan is to house 20.000 inhabitants, when it is completed. [Urbandanmark.dk]
Ørestad District

The backbone of Ørestad is the public transportation,
with Copenhagen Metro as a central element. The metro
connects the four districts in Ørestad with the rest of the
Copenhagen. In addition to the Metro is bus lines, regional train service.

The site

Ørestad District
Copenhagen

Malmö

The Four district in Ørestad as shown to the left:
Ørestad North
Amager Fælled
Ørestad City
Ørestad South
The new Arena is planned to be located in North end of
Ørestad south.

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Fig. 14
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Ørestad South
A new masterplan for Ørestad south was adopted in
2005, made by the Danish architectural firm Vandkunsten. The concept of the master plan was to create a
place the buildings around neighborhoods, surrounded
by urban areas. The buildings in the area vary from small
to larger complexes.
The intention with the masterplan was to develop Ørestad
south into an attractive integrated urban area. Ørestad
south has four bands running in the north south direction, each with a different character. One of them are the
boulevard connecting whole Ørestad. The rest of bands
only goes through Ørestad south. The bands are a park,
a wood and a canal, In addition to the bands is there
three larger and four smaller squares in the area.
The areas is connected to the heart of the area byfælleden, a green oasis connecting the whole area and creating a social hub. Byfælleden runs east-west connecting
between the boulevard and protected common. The Idea
is to connect the new urban area with the common. The
wild nature from the common is taken into the Byfælleden. The idea is to create another version of the common in byfælleden. The north and south side is edge by
a promenade from the boulevard to the common. Small
cafes, pubs and kiosk is located on the promenade to
make the promenade livelier.
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Fig. 18 The 8-Houses.

Fig. 20 Crowne Plaza located north for the site.

Fig. 19 Plug N Play.

Fig. 17 Rambøll building from the metro station.

Fig. 15 Stævnen near the 8-houses.

Fig. 16 Ørestad Carecenter.

Copenhagen Towers
Ørestad Business Center

Rambøll

Hotel Crowne Plaza

Hannemanns alle

The site

Mappings

208m
Total Area: 36300m2

The Arena is located on the north end of the Ørestad
south, Hannesmanns Allé runs north for the arena and
Byfælled south for the arena. The areas around the arena consist of commercial and residential buildings. A
school, indoor skating ring and one more sports facility is
planned in the area.

rd

136m

Ørest

ads B

ouleva

The area, right now is still under development and construction is still ongoing. North of the area consist of
different projects like commercial projects like Ørestad
Business Center, Copenhagen Towers and Crowne Plaza. Some the buildings is already built, while the rest is
under construction. South for the area is an urban activity arena Plug and Play. The concept of plug and play
is to offer different sports activities to the people in the
area.

Metro Service Station

The east side of the area consist mainly of a residential
area and a metro service station, the future metro station
is planned to be construct near the metro service station.
West for the site is the protected Kalvebod common with
its wild nature.

Residential Area
Plug N Play

The project site has an irregular shape and consist of
36.300m² available, but only 28,300m² allowed to be built
on. The side flanks are not allow, according to the district
plan, not to be built on. The side flanks can be used as
recreational areas or to cycle parking. The dimension of
the area is 136m in the east-west direction and 208m in
north-south direction. The area itself is mainly flat with
smaller insignificant hills.

Kalvebod Common

Ørestad Carecenter

8-House
Fig. 21

Stævnen

District Plan
The district plan is based on design from Vandkunsten
and values from “Copenhagen City of Architecture” policy. The Copenhagen City of Architecture describes the
overall architectural plan for Copenhagen as the city. [kk.
sites.itera.dk]

The plan is divided into four policies:
- Character/identity: The Charcater of Copenhagen
and identity needs to be strengthen by development,
preservation and transformation.
- Architecture: Sustainable architecture which adds
quality to the environment and the city needs to be
promoted.
- Urban Space: Encouragement of urban spaces and
landscapes with high architectural quality to enhance
the diversity in urban life.
- Process: Facilitate processes, which promotes and
ensures architectural quality and sustainability.
Copenhagen as a city has a strategy for urban life described in “A Metropolis for people”. The vision with the
strategy is to transform Copenhagen into the worlds
most liveable city, a sustainable city which invites to a
unique and diverse urban life. The goals is also to create
worlds best bicycle city with different initiatives to en-

Climate
hance bicycles in the city.
Some of the other goals from the strategy is to create
more urban life, which offers a different character of urban life to people in the city regardless of their age, social
status, background and disabilities. Some of the other
focus points is to create urban spaces which invites people to stay longer and urban spaces inviting walking pedestrians. [dansklys.dk]
Requirements from Local plan 398, relevant to the project is listed:
- Facilitate an arena with a max. capacity of 15.000
people

N

The climate in Denmark is categorized as a temperate
climate, resulting in chilly summer with a middle temperature on 16o and 0, 50 in the winters. [denstoredanske.dk]

00O
10O
20O

The average amount of rain is 745mm through a year,
with most wind in the fall season. Denmark has on average 1.495 hours of sun yearly, with a small variation from
location to location.
The yearly average wind speed is 5,8m/s nationwide,
with 25% of the wind coming from west direction. The
wind speed changes throughout the seasons with most
wind in the winter and with less in the summer. Denmark
has about 30days with harsh wind with wind speed from
10.8-13.8 m/s. [dmi.dk]
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- Create recreational, functional and landscape architecture of the empty areas
09

15

- Sustainable requirements as a possible green roofs
and local drainage of rainwater

December 21.

12

Fig. 22
S

- 500 bicycle parking on site
- Ensure good links and routes for pedestrian and for
bicycles
- Open façade to open spaces to create more urban
life

N

[District plan no. 398]
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Microclimate
The microclimate describes the climate on the smaller
scale and is often controlled by the context in the area
as vegetation and buildings. The microclimate is used to
investigate the local natural condition as sunlight, wind,
shadow on site and in the region.

Sun and Shadow
The movement of the sun in a given location can be read
from a sun path for Copenhagen. The longest day in Copenhagen is June 21, where the sun is 570 on the horizon. This results in smaller shadows on the ground. The
shortest day is 21 December with the sun 10o over the
horizon, resulting in longer shadows on the ground. The
sun condition In Copenhagen has been used, while designing the masterplan for Ørestad south. The intention
is create areas with sun and shadow throughout the most
of the day in the different neighborhoods. The sun diagram for Ørestad south can be seen on illustration below.

Following conclusion can be drawn from shadow diagrams
- Byfælleden is exposed to the sun through the whole
year, which further more supports its function as a social
hub for the area.
- The south end of the site is exposed to sun throughout
most of the year while the rest of the site has some shadows through the year. Most of the shadows is from the
nearby buildings surrounding the site.

The wind condition is different from area to area. Vand
kunsten has taken precaution to the wind conditions in
Denmark, and designed the masterplan to create shelter
from the harsh wind. The buildings has been located to
break the wind into smaller streams which has a lower
windspeed. Another element used to create shelter is
vegetation. Trees functions as a great element to create
shelter in the summer. [Lechner, Norbert (1991)]

The results from the simulations shows some problems
with the wind in byfælleden, with the wind coming from
the west direction. The wind condition in byfælleden will
be better in the summer months with vegetation. The site
is sheltered from the harsh wind most of the year, by the
nearby context.

Wind simulation for Arena area has been made to investigate the wind conditions in the area. The wind Simulations has been made by in Autodesk Vasari. The results
is used as preliminary analysis of wind conditions on the
site. The results are shown for a horizontal section of the
area. The simulations has been made without any kind
of vegetation.

20ms

0ms

21. June,
June, 10,
17 13, 15, 17, 19
21.
Fig. 24: June 21th, hour 10, 13, 15, 17, 19. Combined diagram

of which can be seen in original expanded state in appendix
paragraph titled Shadow Diagram.

March,1709
21. June,
Fig. 25: March 21th, hour 09, 12, 14, 16. Combined diagram

21. March,
March, 09
16
21.

21. March, 16
Fig. 26

of which can be seen in original expanded state in appendix
paragraph titled Shadow Diagram.
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Visiting The Site
As a part of the process of trying to get an impression
of the future site, a study trip was made to Ørestaden.
Taking a phenomenological approach to study the present site, this contributed to the perception of the local
materials, flora, sightlines and access ways into the area.
As many of the future visitors to the area, people will
naturally arrive along the metro when travelling by foot
or by the adjacent metro line. A significant element in
Ørestaden is the metro line by itself. Contrary to central
Copenhagen, the line is situated approximately 8 meters
above ground level in Ørestaden. With a solid wall of natural rocks supporting the railway it acts as a barrier only
opening up for traffic at intersecting roads as seen. However the vertical growing plants as shown at point 1 on
the left map, soften the expression for large parts of the
barrier creating a green wall, which will be visible from
the site. Additionally the pavement in the area also consists of natural stones, which is shown at point 2.
The plot itself was at the moment of the visit, along with
its surroundings, a construction site fenced off for the
public, holding containers, construction machines and
materials. The only part of the future buildings currently
present was the foundation for the arena bowl and columns. Throughout the area, supporting asphalt roads
had been established while the building work was in progress. The photo from the third point is taken from the
middle of the area looking at the plot in a northeasterly direction, with a view to Field’s light façades, and the
dark facades of Copenhagen Towers, on the opposite
side of the road from the future arena.
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Turning west a view to the Kalvebod Fælled can be seen
along the perimeter to the area, as illustrated on the
middle photo on the adjacent page. Along this road is
a view to large areas of wild grass, bushes and trees,
which will be used to draw the surrounding nature into
the site using the green and blue cut-ins as previously
mentioned. Parts of the natural creeks could be found
scarcely spread out in the area, as shown on point 6.

2

5
1

The site

4

Hinting the desired link between the area and its visitors is a temporarily placed area on the northern part
of the site. A small circular stone formation serve as a
recreational area with a glimpse into the construction
site blocked by a faint see-through fence as shown at
point 5. On the southern part of the area, the common
grounds are further developed, situated close to the already erected larger residential blocks and the 8 houses.
A plug’n’play area is established allowing for the residents to play different sports and let children play on the
playgrounds. Green areas and developed creeks, which
is shown in photo of point 7, gives an impression of the
characteristics expected of the future recreational areas
of the site.
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Fig. 27

Fig. 28
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Fig. 29

2

Fig. 30

4

Fig. 31

Fig. 32
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Fig. 33

6

Fig. 34
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Competition Requirements
The key requirements for the arena design are described
in a design brief from the confidential competition files,
with an additional detailed exposition, used by the architectural offices during the design competition. Many of
the requirements are the results of a project agreement
and several discussion workshops between the company
Arena CPHX, created for the arena, and of the operator.
Arena CPHX consist of two partners behind the arena
project, the municipality of Copenhagen and Realdania, which has equal parts of the company responsible
for project planning, construction and ownership of the
building. CPH City & Port Development, again partly
owned by the City of Copenhagen and the Danish state,
is property owner of the site. Responsibility for running
the arena is given to the operator, Live Nation, selected
by a bidding round. Live Nation runs many other arenas
around in Europa, including O2 in Dublin, Wembley Arena
in London, Motopoint Arena in Sheffield and Heineken
Music Hall in Amsterdam. [Copenhagen Arena 03 Design Brief,
2011] [copenhagen-arena.dk] [byoghavn.dk]

Vision, mission and aims
Through the initial workshops, the mission for the project
became a desire to establish a significant indoor arena in
Copenhagen, for the citizens of Denmark to be proud of,
even in an international context. Facilities of a high quality for music, cultural and sporting events should be the
means to achieve economical sustainability, while at the
same time a high degree of functionality and quality of
design was expected through an integrated and complementary fashion. This would support a further development of the Ørestad district with minimum investments
from the public sector. [Copenhagen Arena 03 Design Brief, 2011]

As a summarization of the evaluation criteria in the initial design competition, a concept with aesthetics mainly
demonstrating the identity of the arena is requested. The
design has to be distinguishable and unique compared to
other arenas, but also fit into both context and the overall
Ørestad district. The arena has to be internally flexible to
accommodate for non-event day revenues, has a functional logistics and provide a good viewing quality and
acoustics for the spectators. [Copenhagen Arena 01 Content and
Negotiation Conditions, 2012]

The vision for the arena is described as a wish to enhance cultural richness and quality of life in the area,
with the result of an economic growth, while giving the
Copenhagen citizens a major cultural facility, in a scale
of a leading European capital city. Specifically the arena
should present itself as an integrated part of the city and
should contribute positively to the urban life of the area,
by having a visually open façade opening the arena to
the immediate environment. [Copenhagen Arena 03 Design Brief,
2011] [copenhagen-arena.dk]

Handball Field 40x20m

Ice Hockey Field 61x30m

Clearway 450 mm
800 mm

Event Field 96x48m

500 mm seat depth

Fig. 36 Due to the competition requirements a minimum seatPerformance area 32x24m
Fig. 35
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ing width will be 500mm for general arena seating, premium
seating width will be 520mm-550mm and seating depth 500mm.
A minimum terrace depth of 800mm will make it possible for
spectators to walk to their seats, giving a clearway of 450mm.

Facility Requirements
The main events the arena has to support is handball,
ice hockey, concerts and general fairs and exhibitions.,
though further configuration will make it possible to conduct swimming and riding tournaments. The required
main dimensions of the activity area can be seen in comparison on the adjacent figure. Since each event requires
a different set-up of seating capabilities, the bowl has to
be flexible, to meet the necessary number of spectator
seats during said events and, in the case with concerts,
standing room. From as few as 2 000 people up to the
maximum capacity of approximately 15 000 - e.g. 15 000
to 12 500 to 10 000 to 6 000 to 2 000 seat capacities.
The total internal areal should be between 30.000 to
32.773m².

The arena bowl has to be a traditional horseshoe configuration, a U-shaped bowl, to have one end free during
concert set-up. During sports, additional rows of chairs
can be placed in the end. The minimum terrace of the
bowl should not be less than 800 mm with varying riser heights depending on the parabolic rake. This is also
to secure proper sightlines for every spectator, obtained
by having a C-value of 90. This phenomenon will be described further in the chapter called “Sightlines”. Additionally, a maximum viewing distance during concerts
from the stage to the back row of the terracing should
not exceed 94 meters.
Part of the arena bowl is 20 corporate boxes on the second level, each providing 12-15 seats, with a total of 1
000 premium seats. Boxes should be able to be joined

to create larger boxes when required. Minimum seating
width for premium seating will be 520mm-550mm and
a seating depth 400mm, while the general arena seating will have a seating width 500mm. Additional space
should be included in the bowl accommodating cameras, commentators and press.
Cloakroom facilities should provide storage of 9 000 garments around the building, and natural lighting should be
utilized in public areas, with open facades supporting life
within the urban town scape.
From the event floor inside the arena bowl, at the stage
position, 22 meter free space is required to the rigging
structure. In addition the rigging grid should be able to
carry a maximum load of 90 000kg, made up of points
of 3 000kg on an 8m x 8m grid, with loads of up to 1
500kg between these points, above the event area. At
the seating area the structure should carry no more than
60 000kg, consisting of individual load points of 2 000kg.

Supporting the event floor an adjacent loading bay area
with level and direct access should accommodate three
large trucks on 1 770m², with a minimum clear height of
5,4m. Additionally the loading bay area should contain
space for bin storage and a recycling area, and have an
easy access to main kitchen, warehouse, production areas and dressing rooms in addition to the performance
area.
Performer’s facilities and dressing rooms will be contained in a separate access controlled zone. In the administration, vertical access ways should connect the main
and satellite kitchens and other areas of significance, e.g.
the VIP box areas, for goods and catering. A box office
with back office accommodating two workstations, two
spaces at a cash desk and a maximum of four externally
oriented box office seats.
Taking its surroundings into account the design should
provide a facility, which is a good neighbor to local residents and businesses in terms of noise impact. Additionally the arena should offer good quality sound for events,
with clear speech and music and also shield off external
forces as heavy rain.

90 000 kg leverage

22m ground clearance
Stage area
60 000 kg leverage

Fig. 38 To improve the connection between surroundings and

Fig. 37

interior arena, and also support a more lively area, a requirement
for the building is to have common facilities along the facades
to create a more active and lively facade. An example of this is
the Sendai Mediatheque by Toyo Ito from 2001. Build as a glass
box with an open flooring structure, the non-obstructed facades
offer views deep into the mediateque.

Fig. 39:

Example showing an adaptable room being able to
change into three separate meeting rooms, separated by folding
walls, functioning as one large conference room when joined.
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Note

Int. area

Quantity

Dimensions

Capacity

Space

Note

Int. area

Quantity

Dimensions

Capacity

Space

PERFORMANCE & SPORT EVENT OPERATION
Club Seats

1000

570

10

-

Each wheelchair user must have adjacent
seat for a companion.

Toilets

-

-

41m² for each sex, 2 of 9m² each for physically challenged

VIP Lobby

2

-

Stage

- 12m x 18m

1

-

Handball

- 25m x 42m

1

-

Ice hockey

- 30m x 60m

1

-

Event floor

-

Band/ Team Rooms

-

4

320

Main Star Rooms

-

2

86

En-suite toilet- / shower room, 8m²

Star Rooms

-

3

87

En-suite toilet- / shower room, 7m²

General office

-

1

20

Electrical Plant farm

-

2

155

Mechanical Plant farm

-

1

400

Incl. kitchen annex

Generator Room

-

1

120

En-suite toilets and showers, 15m²

Data Rooms

-

4

25

With view of the stage(s)

Cleaning and waste

-

-

60

Lobbies

-

-

108

4483

Green room

-

1

35

Event Dining/ Meeting Room

-

1

50

Event Staff Changing Rooms

-

4

220

Event Control Room

-

1

30

Wheelchair Seating Positions

incl. retractable seats
En-suite communal toilet- / shower room,
15m²

GENERAL
Transformers, switch rooms, etc.

Cleaning room 10m² one per each level adjacent to toilet block.

GENERAL SPECTATORS
Concourse

VENUE OPERATION

-

5000

Toilets, female

206

413

1 WC per 50 female

Toilets, male

143

413

1 WC per 250 males + 1 urinal per 100 male
1 per 4 users

General Seating
Wheelchair Seating Positions

8000

5730

106

-

Retractable Seating

2700

Cloakroom

9000

900

32 permanent and 74 temporary. Each
wheelchair user must have adjacent seat for
a companion.
0,1m2 pr. guest

PREMIUM SPECTATORS
Premium spectators concourse
VIP Boxes

Premium Lounges and Bars
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20

max 900

ca. 32m²

-

1573

20

576

2

1100

Including 2x 2 flexible boxes which can create 2x 1 large box for 28 persons each. Every
single box will have a separate mini bar, at
least 14 private seats separated from general
audience
Gold Club Lounges & Bars, 350 to 400 capacity. Platinum Club Lounge & Bar, 200 to
250 capacity.

Administration Office / Store

-

1

80

Managements Suits

-

3

30

Maintenance Workshop
Maintenance Manager’s Office

-

1

45

-

1

15

Technical Manager’s Office

-

1

15

Bin Storage

-

1

20

Re-cycling Rooms

-

1

20

Chemical Storage

-

1

80

Pyrotechnics Storage

-

1

9

Promoter Office

-

1

22

Meeting Rooms

-

1

40

Break Room

-

1

35

Dining / Rest / Briefing Room

-

1

80

WCs & Shower Rooms

-

60m² each

2

120

Staff Changing Rooms

-

60m² each

2

120

Uniform Room

-

1

20

Arena Control Room

-

1

40

IT Room

-

1

12

Venue Shop Storage

-

1

70

10m² each

Incl. kitchen annex

40

Banqueting Storage

-

1

900

Loading Dock

-

1

270

Loading Bay (external)

-

1

1770

Box Office

-

1

45

45m/45m
incl dock

Note

Int. area

4

Dimensions

Quantity

Capacity
-

Space
Cleaning Storages

One per each level adjacent to toilet block
8m head height, 3x large trucks
Covered 8m head height loading bay

CATERING FACILITIES
Main Kitchen

-

1

150

Main Kitchen & F+B Warehouse

-

1

400

400

2

600

Finishing Kitchens

-

4

310

Canteen

-

1

90

Food & Beverages

-

22

908

Kitchen Staff Office / Break Room

-

1

47

Kitchen Staff Changing Room

-

1

30

Restaurants

Business Club Bar & Lounge,
Silver Club/Arena Restaurant
Incl. finishing kitchen

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Security Office

-

1

30

First Aid Room

-

2

24

1

22

MEDIA
Press Room

-

Allocated within event operation

COMMERCIAL
Merchandise

-

2

82
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Meeting
Rooms
Maint. Manager’s
Office

Canteen
Kitchen staff
office + Rest

+Light
+Light
8000m²

Dining +
Resting Room
Tech. Manager’s Management
Break Room
Office
Suits
Admin.
Box Office
Office Green Room
Promoter
General Office
Office
Conference Star Room
Room
Main Star
Event Dining
Room
+ Meeting Room
Private

Maint.
Workshop

Band / Team Security
Rooms
Office Arena Hall

VIP Lobby

Concourse

Prem.
Lounge/Bar

Lobby

Prem.
Concourse

Business +
Silver Rest.
1000m²

VIP Boxes

Arena Rest.

F+B

Public

Private

Public

Event Control
Room
Main
Kitchen

Main Kitchen +
F+B Warehouse

Fig. 40
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2000m²

First Aid
Room

Event Staff
Referee Chang- Changing Room Arena Control
Room
ing Room
Loading
Cleaning
Bay
Storage
Finishing
Loading
Kitchen
Uniform
IT Room
Dock
Room
Kitchen
Venue
Storage
Shop Storage Staff Changing Room
Admin.
Recycling
Bin
Storage
Press Room
Toilets
Rooms
El. Plant
Kitchen Staff
Farm
Changing Room
Mech. Plant Cleaning
Chemical
+ Waste
Farm
Storage
Data Rooms
Generator
Room
Pyrotech.
Storage
Banqueting Store
÷Light

As many of the facilities contained in the arena is reserved
for the administration, only few functions are directed at
the public. Many types of storages and various features
are needed to arrange different events, while a few specific, but very large areas can contain the guest areas, as
shown on the diagram to the right. Facilities to the left are
only for the back house, while the right side is addressing the public needs., with few being mixed used areas.
Facilities as warehouses and technical rooms are solely
private and has a limited time in use. Therefore the graph
is again divided into areas requiring light, as offices, lobbies and canteens, and areas, as toilets, cloak rooms and
waste rooms, that do not have any need of light. These
could advantageously be placed underground, under the
tribunes or stored away from the public in another way.
Even though the large majority of functions functions
are directed at the back house, the building will primarily
consist of public areas. As shown, the combined area
of dark back house functions only consists of 4000m²,
with light back house facilities being 1000m², compared
to 8000m² of concourse and lobbies being public light up
areas and only 2000m² of cloak rooms and public toilets.

4000m²

Cloak
Rooms

Public
Toilets
÷Light

Fig. 41
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“ Sport is a universal language. At its best it can bring people together, no matter what their origin, background, religious beliefs or economic status. And when young people participate in sports or have access
to physical education, they can experience real exhilaration even as they learn the ideals of teamwork and
tolerance.”
(Kofi Annan, un.org, 2005)
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Initial Conclusion
Located in the Ørestad district, in southern Copenhagen,
the project site is situated on the crossing where the urban area meets the nature of Kalvebod Fælled. Though
the area is not yet constructed the future city common
will function as the heart of the entire area, as a social hub
connecting infrastructure with the many offers on sport,
culture and social experiences. The Highway, a metro
line, larger access roads, bicycle tracks and a close by
airport lead people from the inner city to the Ørestad with
ease. As the district has elements of both city and nature,
a blend will accentuate this by creating green and blue
cut-ins and by using rough natural materials, offering
both creeks and wild nature in an urban context.
This also provide an opportunity for further diversity,
as the project site is placed in the middle of housing,
businesses, educations and companies. The arena has
to support this to address the many different segments
in the area. Due to the master planning of the area, the
urban plazas become attractive social gathering points
with cover from the harsh western winds, and with high
probability of sun light. These areas are also highly supported by studies by Jan Gehl, which promotes urban
areas with room for all types of people.
As the city planning offers parking for motorist in the perimeter, the areas outlined by the roads are primarily used
by pedestrians. To take the cyclists into account an additional 500 bike parking spaces needs to be implemented
on the site. Because of the high amount of housing the
arena needs to be non-disturbing and counteract possible noise pollution. Additionally the arena should not look
empty and closed off during closing hours and between
events, but offer a lively and inviting façade. This require
for the arena to not be a closed off monument, but should
instead be a landmark which people should be able to
use at all times. A landmark that stands out as an icon,
offering cultural opportunities, but still be an integrated
part of the city, the area and the neighbourhood.

The main events hosted in the arena are handball, ice
hockey, concerts and fairs, but should give opportunity
to host many more. This is needed to compete with similar arenas in both Denmark but also in the Nordic countries, offering many of the same types of events, and still
have the facilities to offer something not many others do.
This is especially important as the amount of people only
going to one type of cultural event is minimal, and since
the Danish population typically is too small to sustain
arenas only offering one kind of event. The increase in
events offered by an arena also enhances the complexity
of the arena and demands on facilities increases.

Fig. 42

The arena has to be flexible both during and between
events, have a functional logistic for both the administration, event staff and spectators. Additionally the competition program specifies 20 VIP boxes and also business restaurants, in addition to the common restaurants,
which has to favour premium spectators. A separation of
the guests also happens inside the arena bowl, where the
U-shaped bowl should be able to split in segments giving the events. This could be a full arena with seats and
standing room supporting 15 000 people, 12 500 seats
for handball, 6 000 for ice hockey etc.
Fig. 43
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Fig. 44

Vision

Interior

Multi-functionality

Fig. 45
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Exterior

Surplus Architecture

Multi-functionality
With basis in the competition brief from Copenhagen Arena, a multi-functional arena is desired to encompass the
needs of different venues, with a focus on the multi-functional aspect to make the building able to be adjusted
depending on the specific event. The arena should be
optimized in relation to handball, ice hockey, concerts,
conferences etc. to accommodate the need mentioned
in the competition brief, all in the same hall. In the design of form, function and construction a focus will be on
the feature to double-programme the different areas of
the arena from different scenarios, and also their specific
placement in the building.
Surplus Architecture
Since the building is situated in a residential area, a focus will be on the user experience and user involvement
of the arena, including the visitors of the area. This will
be done by involving the surrounding plaza in the design
of the building, hereby creating a connection between
building, plaza and the local area. The relation to the area
will not relate to the site only by terms of form, but involve visitors in, around and on the building. The user
experience inside the building has to relate to how people move during events, the determination of flow during
scenarios, and how functions articulates and readability
improves in the design.

Scope of Thesis
Due to the limited project time larger systems and constructive elements, as the roof construction, ventilation
systems, and also design of technical aspects as server
rooms, generator rooms etc., will be solved on a sketching level, with references to existing solutions due to their
scale of substance. In a similar fashion is some areas as
the functions of the roof, and the urban area detailed on
a lower scale.
In relation to the construction, a segment of the building
will be examined to demonstrate a potential solution or
detail. Due to the request of having a sustainable building, as mentioned in the competition brief, focus will be
put on the social sustainable aspect, with the involvement of people, the desire to activate visitors around the
building, and the relation between building, plaza and the
surrounding area.
Due to the many requirements put forward in the competition brief and due to the initial analysis, a separation of
the vision will be made dealing with the exterior and interior the arena. The diagram on the adjacent page shows
the focus areas, where the highest degree of social sustainability in the project will be directed to the outdoor areas, as multi-functionality is the main focus of the arena
hall, with a low focus on the surroundings. Eg. the competition brief prescribes a separation between customer groups inside the building, which is in opposition to
the social sustainable direction taken in this project. The
multi-functionality of the urban areas will be minimized to
encompass all-year activities, be more prominent inside
specific rooms in the building but in focus in the center
of the arena. The social sustainable aspect will be realized in a similar matter, as urban areas where people can
gather, be social and perform various physical activities
during the year outside.
Examples of the term surplus architecture, used in this
project, will be described further in the following paragraph by the same name.
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Analysis Part 2

Introduction
to Analysis Part 2
As part of the integrated design process, many iterations
has to be made to to arrive at the final design proposal. Various ideas gets tested to improve a specific component in the design, proposals gets rejected and ones
analysis broadens and narrow downs to improve knowledge of specific topics.
This second part of the analysis represents the continued process in finding information. Where the first part
exposed the possibilities of the site, the competition requirements and a basic understand of the subject of multi-arenas and sports, the second part is a continuation of
the conclusion from the thesis statement. This has the
purpose to investigate tools which incorporates different
solutions to the various issues mentioned in the first analysis, exploring the thesis statement more in-depth.
The following section of the report includes topics as
sightlines on tribunes, multi-functionality in arenas, and
the possibility of including more value to the building
architecture. Not having a large building, as the typical
arena, surrounded by parking lots or an empty plaza, but
giving a surplus of value to the area. A phenomenon, in
this report, named 'surplus architecture'.
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Sightlines
To accommodate for different types of events many different criteria of the arena bowl has to be met. An element which has to be adequate during all venues is sufficient sight lines for each spectator during the event. To
achieve the most enjoyment possible, every guest needs
to have an unobstructed view to the playing field during
a match, bearing columns will not be present inside the
bowl. This problem tend not to be common in contemporary arena designs, though obstructed views can still be
a problem in some newer stadia while being prominent in
older designs.

The requiring parameters to calculate the sufficient
C-value is the riser height (N), distance from eye to point
of focus on the field (D), the height between eye on point
of focus on the field (R) and depth of seating row (T),
which is illustrated on the adjacent page. The minimum
demand today tend to be a C-value of 90 mm when participating in many of the large, established leagues and
tournaments, and is also a demand from the competition
brief. [Copenhagen Arena 04 Facilities Requirements] [safetyatsportsgrounds.org.uk]

C value of 0 mm, inadequate view

Cf. the competition program, a maximum viewing distance in case of a concert setup should not exceed 106
meters from the stage to the furthest spectator. This
setup offers the larges viewing distance from the performance area to the spectator furthest away. [Copenhagen

When no structural obstructions are present, spectators
can still struggle to have a clear view sitting behind other
people in a crowd. This phenomenon depend on various
factors, which can be seen on the adjacent figure, combined into a variable called the C-value. In short C-value
describes the vertical distance between a person's sight
line in millimeters, compared to the beginning of the sight
line of the person sitting in the seat on the previous row,
all looking one meter above the closest point on the playing field.

Arena 04 Facilities Requirements]

Additionally small and fast objects, as a handball, can be
challenging to see from afar. In accordance with the studies of Jan Gehl, the distance from the center of the field
to the seat placed furthest away should not exceed 70m
for the spectator to be able to follow the game properly.

C value of 60 mm, inadequate view

[Gehl, 1971]

D

C-value
R

C value of 90 mm, medium stadia

Fig. 48: Arena by design office EwingCole, MetLife Stadium,

1m

T
D (N + R)
C=
-R
D+T
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New Jersey USA, opened for the public in 2010 with a final construction cost exceeding $1.6 billion USD. Even though the stadium features seating for 82 566 spectators, at least 150 seats
are obstructed as illustrated. Only seats placed directly behind
columns are marked as obstructed on the ticket, and additional steel columns are also placed on several vertical pathways,
lowering the overall view of the field and reduces circulation.
[winnipegsun.com] [en.wikipedia.org, 1]

N

Fig. 46

C value of 120 mm, small stadia

Fig. 47

Flow
The flow and circulation in and outside the arena has a
big impact on how well the arena functions. Two major
objectives has influence on how well the flow and circulation functions, which are comfort and safety.
The comfort is defined by how easy spectators can find
their way their seats, toilets, food ex. The route from point
A to B need to be clear for the spectators. The optimal
route, the spectators needs to take from entering the arena to arriving to the seats can be illustrated with illustration below, which describes the spectators flow through
the different zones, from the gate to the seats in a stadia.
Zone 1: Arena bowl
Zone 2: Seating tiers
Zone 3: Concourse
Zone 4: Main circulation area outside the Arena

Outside circulation
Internal circulation
Seating
Field of Play
Zone One
Zone Two
Zone Three
Zone Four

The route from Zone 4 to zone 1 need to be easy and
clear for the spectator to avoid unnecessary disturbance
in the flow. To avoid it can following guidelines be used.
The spectator does not have to be faced with complex
decisions while entering the different zones. In the optimal state, the spectators should only have to choose
between two possibilities, and not between many. The
spectator should not be faced with different possibilities
where only of one the possibilities are correct.
The more straight the route from gate to seat is, the better
is it for the flow and circulation. However when the spectators moves through the zones, people might change
their minds and direction. The circulation on the arena
needs to give space, to changing routes. It is therefore
an idea to have lay-by areas, which allows spectators to
stop without interfering and disturbing the total flow. The
lay-by areas create a pause in the flow and allows the
spectators to take a small break.
In an arena with 15.000 spectators, it can be difficult to
control the whole crowd at once. It is therefor optimal to
divide the total amount of spectators into smaller groups
with 2-3.000 in each. The crowd is easier to handle. The
separation allows a more even distribution and use of toilets, food and beverage in the arena. Each of the smaller
groups then requires a separate circulation routes.
The separation can be in different groups of people as
V.I.P, home and away fans. The fan group can furthermore be separated into smaller groups with 2-3.000 people as mentioned before.
The circulation and flow does not only goes from Zone
4 to zone 1, but also the other way when exiting the
arena after an event. The flow and circulation need to
be planned well when exiting the building, especially in
chase of a fire.

Zone Four
Outside circulation

Zone Three
Concourse

Zone Two
Seating

Zone One
Playing Field

Seating
Bowl entrance
Seating
Main entrance
Seating
Bowl entrance
Seating

“The exits needs to allow a stadium that may have taken
three hours to fill, to empty within a matter of minutes. ”
[John Geraint, Sheard Rod, Vickery Ben (2013) p. 170]

The exit routes needs to be clear and easy for every
spectators, even more clear than entering the arena. In
case of a fire does the arena need to be empty within a
specific number of minutes, decided by the fire regulation in the specific arena.

Fig. 50:

The diagram describes how the entry through the
zones should be in a sport facility. The spectator should not be
put I a situation, with many options and only 1 correct route.
The spectators should only have face 2 options at the time. The
situation can be, to go left or right in the foyer area to enter the
arena bowl.

While designing the flow and circulation can a Time exit
analysis(TEA) be used to determine the exit time from a
specific seat to the outside. More information about the
TEA can be found in appendix under fire safety

Fig. 49
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Multifunctionality
The purpose of the project is to create a multi arena,
which can be used to different sports and events.The
primary use of the arena is handball, ice hockey and concerts. All it requires different setup in term of seat layout,
acoustic, field size and surface. The different use of the
arena requires the arena bowl to be able to adapt, to the
given usage.
The arena should be able to adapt a new setup within a
small amount of time, the transformation from one event
to another event should be quick and easy. The quick
transformation from one setup to another happens a lot
in the theater world. The scene setup and the setup of
the seats can easily be change from day to day.

The Turin Olympic Ice hockey arena is another great example of how the setup of the bowl easily can be transformed. The arena is designed by Palaisozaki and have
Arup as engineer. The arenas adaptable tribunes and
moveable floor. Two of the four tribunes can be disassemble into smaller parts and moved around. Furthermore is the floor made in smaller sections which can be
moved down, and retractable seats can be pulled out
from the sides. The moveable floors and tribunes allow
creating different configuration layout setup, which can
transform the ice hockey arena to any other event. [Arup.
com]

The transformation in the seat setup can be made in
several ways. The often used method is using temporary
seats which can be removed or hidden in an easy manner. There are several examples on how the seats can
be moved.
In Wyly theater, designed by OMA and REX, are the seats
grouped into smaller section with terraces and walkways. The sections with seats can be lifted up and stored
in the fly tower. The concept is to create a multifunctional stage and store the seats in the fly tower. Another
adaptable element in the theater is the floor, which can
be moved up and down in smaller parts. This allows the
Wyly theater to have a certain freedom to setup the layout as the play requires. [rex-ny.com]
Another method mostly used in arenas are retractable
seats, which can be folded together and stored, when
not in use. The retractable seats often covers a whole
tribune, but can also smaller sections.

Fig. 51: The figure above shows the adaptable floor of the Turin Olympic Ice hockey arena, adjusted in few steps to re-move
unnecessary tribunes, resulting in a larger floor area.
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Acoustics
The requirements for the acoustics in the arena bowl
changes according to the event. A sports event like
handball- or ice hockey match has different requirement
for the acoustical performance. The reverberation time is
often used to describe the acoustical performance. The
reverberation time describes the decrease of decibel(dB)
with 60, from the given start point, measured seconds.
[Rockfon.dk]

The reverberation times is affect by many factors as the
room volume, shape of the room, materials and people.
The dimension and design of the room affect the distribution of the sound in the given room, while the materials
affects the amount of energy, the material obtain from
the sound. The more energy a sound waves loses, when
it meets the material, the more decreases the dB in the
room.
The amount of energy a material can obtain can be described by the materials absorption factor. The values
goes from zero to one; zero meaning it absorb 0 %o of
the sound, while one means it absorb 100%.
The reverberation time can be adjusted, from even to
event, by changing the values which affects it. The most
common practice is to change the materials. This can
either be made by changing the materials in the arena,
or the amount of high absorptions materials. A more indepth description of acoustics can be found in appendix
section titled ‘Acoustics’.

Fig. 52: One architectural solution for adjusting the reverb of
the music played in a room can be seen in the picture above.
Rotating, rounded off panels is implementet in the ceiling of Saffron Hall concert hall, and can be moved, operated by remote
control, to create a space between the different rows and adjusting reflection of sound waves, depending on the performance.
[ailecphotography.blogspot.dk]
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Oslo Opera
Fig. 55

Fig. 56

Fig. 57

Fig. 58

Fig. 59

Fig. 60

Fig. 61

Fig. 62

Fig. 63

Fig. 64

Fig. 65

Fig. 66

Fig. 67

Amager Bakke

As shown in the previous chapter “Evolution of the sports
arena”, many large buildings featuring culture and sport
facilities stand as landmark in its particular area. Large
stadia might serve as an icon for its city, as Wembley is
the most famous sport attraction in London, as Colosseum is the trademark of Rome even after thousands of
years. However, in many cases the large construction is
not directly related to its surroundings and will hereby
only function as an icon in itself. The result is a building, which is famous for its architectural expression, but
won’t convey any qualities of its surroundings or work as
a unity between building design and site. The following
chapter will be a collection of smaller cases of cultural buildings which take up a plot of land but still offer
qualities to its visitors, and not only its users. The result
is buildings that offer facilities for both internal users,
external visitors and relate to its surroundings in various
ways.

Fig. 54

TU Delft Library

Surplus Architecture

Fig. 53

Oslo Opera

[operaen.no] [snohetta.com]
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Nagasaki Prefectural Museum

The roof of the building angles to ground level, inviting
pedestrians from the surrounding plaza to continue up
upon the building to enjoy the view from the top offering
a panoramic view of Oslo and the natural cove. By the
surface materials and the low, slung form of the roof, the
building merges with the site creating a link to its surroundings. Because of the surface design of the roof and
the large spans, parts of the area is applicable for skaters, bike rider and similar performers, with areas closer to
transit spaces are hindered by staircases and less conducive pavement. During winter months, ice floes forms
on the water, as illustrated on the upper right picture of
the collage, mimicking the local natural phenomenon.

Yokohama Ferry Terminal

The first case is the Oslo Opera by Norwegian architectural office Snøhetta. 38 500m² large, containing 1 100
rooms, the opera house is the largest cultural building in
Norway. The building provides three performance spaces
with a main auditorium consisting of 1 364 seats and two
smaller spaces of 400 and 200 seats. It is situated at the
harbor front in Bjørvika of central Oslo, built on reclaimed
land extending the waterfront, with an outer surface of
marble and white granite and a stage tower with white
aluminum cladding. [operaen.no] [snohetta.com]

TU Delft Library
The TU Delft central library is a 15 000m² large university
library with underground book archive, reading rooms,
study spaces, university publisher, offices and bookshop. Situated in Delft, Netherland, the building is designed by local architecture bureau Mecanoo, realized
in 1997. Since this is an older building the library is not
intended for people in wheelchairs, as the main entrance
to the library is located on top of a staircase.
[tudelft.nl] [mecanoo.nl]

As with the Oslo opera the roof of the library bends down
and meets the ground, leaving one façade as a vertical section of glass and concrete, and the opposite as
a large grassy hill blending in with the surrounding park
areas and green cut-ins. In the center of the building the
roof is penetrated by a large cone of concrete, containing an atrium, which feed light into the library. Though a
green roof only consisting of grass don’t contribute much
to the local wild life, it still has some ecological benefits,
absorbing rainwater during heavy downpour, prolonging
its emission, and also improving the layer of insulation
in the roof. The visitors and the local university benefits
from the addition green areas, as the roof is mountable,
letting people sunbathe or just sit and relax and read a
book in the sun. [archwanders.com, 1] [tudelft.nl] [efb-greenroof.eu]

Amager Bakke
An exceptional example is the conceptual design proposal by Danish architectural office BIG, to develop the
incineration plant in Copenhagen, Amagerforbrændingen, with a concept called Amager Hill. A still unsettled
project, how to upgrade the local plant, the proposal
also add additional quality to the area and serve as a
sustainable icon. The façade consisting of aluminum
bricks is wrapped around the large complex of industrial
machines, which requires large building envelopes, that
takes up a lot of space. Because of the placement of
the interior a sloping roof is achieved, continued to the
ground, creates a steep hillside. [big.dk]
Uncommon in Denmark, the artificial hillside is intended to be a ski slope fully functional both in winter and

summer months. Additionally the roof will also feature a
green park in the summer, where people can take a walk,
and maybe also a mountain bike trail, improving people’s
physical fitness and lets a typically closed off complex be
a recreational sports area involving the local population.
To further improve people's awareness of global warming and emission of CO2, the smokestack is modified to
release a smoke ring for every 1 ton of fossil CO2 is released. [big.dk] [dac.dk]

Yokohama Ferry Terminal
“Our proposal for the project start by declaring the site
as an open public space and proposes to have the roof
of the building as an open plaza, continuous with the surface of Yamashita Park as well as Akaranega Park. The
project is then generated from a circulation diagram that
aspires to eliminate the linear structure characteristic of
piers, and the directionality of the circulation. “

and specializes in Spanish and Japanese collaborative
artwork. [nagasaki-museum.jp]
With a contemporary Japanese architectural style the
facades appear open by large section of windows, provided with vertical louvers of granite. Situated on the
waterfront with an overview of the cove, the complex is
split by a smaller undergoing canal, separating parts of
the waterfront from the main island. The only passage
enabling people to cross from one section to the other is
a centrally placed gangway. Located adjacent to the water and Nagasaki Seaside Park, the museum continues
the green park on its roof-top terraces featuring park-like
elements as smaller statues. Even during closing hours
people, along with visitors in wheelchairs, can access the
building's roof, continue their stroll on top of the gangway and further into the park along the water. [nagasaki-museum.jp] [archwanders.com, 2]

(FOA arcspace.com 2007)

The city of Yokohama asked in an international design
competition for an articulated terminal mixing both facilities for a cruise terminal, parking and civic facilities in one
construction. Completed in 2002 architectural office FOA
had designed a terminal with a public roof leading visitors
directly from the pavement, up and around the waving
surface, creating an artificial wooden landscape. The roof
functions as an observation deck, with a clear view to the
rest of the harbor and many of the local attractions, with
planted grass areas and sculptural benches and seats of
wood and steel pipes, a smaller stage area for smaller
concerts and dance performances and areas with sunshades. All constantly open to the public. Inside, the terminal hosts a lobby, ticketing booth, customs, immigration, a large multipurpose hall, cafe and shops on a total
of 438 243m². [e-architect.co.uk] [arcspace.com] [osanbashi.com]

Nagasaki Prefectural Art Museum
The Nagasaki Prefectural Art Museum is one of several
prefectural museums build as a part of a post-war development in Japan, containing typically local and relatively
recent art works. The museum opened in 2005, designed
by Japanese architect Kengo Kuma and NIHON SEKKEI,

These examples shows how, in some cases, little is done
to secure that a building achieve a surplus value, which
not necessarily contribute directly to the function the
building hosts, but more for its local population. At the
same time these added architectural attributes do not
hinder the buildings' shape, concept and function, but in
some cases rather improve them. A green roof can serve
as an attractive stay for passer-by while it also improves
insulation and thereby the indoor environment. In the
case of the TU Library in Delft, the roof gives people an
encouragement to visit the building and use it as an observation area, and relax on the roof, while the shape and
materials speak to its surrounding plaza and ensure that
the building does not stand alone in the area, but stands
out at the same time, to function as a unique landmark.
Means to achieve a surplus value for people that didn't
even intended to use its facilities seems to include areas
open for public even during closed hours, and make areas of the building accessible which normally might not
be accessible. Additionally the building shape can invite
people to stay in areas, offer passages and even encourage exploration.
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Urban Areas
The urban spaces around the arena and one of the focus
points in this project is to create an urban space, with
high quality for humans, around the arena.
Jan Gehl Architects has been working with urban development for many years and has developed different
tools to design urban space with high quality for people.
The tools has been developed by analyzing urban space
throughout the world.

Protection against traffic
Perception of safety and protection again traffic

Jan Gehl has developed these 12 criteria to design an
urban space with high quality for humans.
To walk
-

Space to walk
Walking lines
Interesting facades.
good facings

To see
-

Reasonable distance to see
Unobstructed views
Different views
Lighting (evening/night)

Scale
-

Creating spaces in small scales
Human scale

Protection against criminality and
violence
Feeling safe
Living urban areas
Activity day and night
Good lighting conditions

Protection against weather
-

Wind/ draft
Rain / Snow
Cooling / Heat
Pollution
Dust, glare and noise

Place to be
Place to be zonings
Support points

To sit
-

Seating zones
Good seating facilities

Speak and hear other

Activity

-

-

Low noise
Conversation friendly
zones

Inviting spaces to activity and play
Activity opportunities day/night
Activity opportunities all seasons

Enjoy positive aspects all seasons

Aesthetic qualities

-

-

Sun/shadow
Warm/cold
Shelter / breeze

Good design
Beautiful views
Quality materials
Trees, plants, water

Fig. 68
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Fig. 69

Fig. 71

Fig. 73

Fig. 70

Fig. 72

Fig. 74
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Tectonic

Sustainability

Tectonic – derived by the greek word tekton, which
means carpenter or builder. The term tectonics definition is mainly defined by Kenneth Frampton in “Studies
of tectonic cultures”. Frampton defines tectonic as the
poetry of construction. The word tectonic can be understood in different meanings depending on understanding
of the it. Tectonic can be divided into two elements, the
tangible and intangible. The intangible is the poetry in the
construction covering the aesthetical, emotional values
in the construction, while the tangible is the construction
itself, covering the structural principle and the constructed element.

The focus in this project is tectonic, but the projects also
works with social sustainability to a given point, as the
competition requirements allows.

“Tectonic becomes the art of joint” states Adolf Heinrich
Borbein in 1982. Marco Frascari further develops the
definition of the tectonic in the essay “The Tell-the-Tale
detail”, based on Carlo Scarpas works.

Sustainability generally can be divided in three major
parts: environmental sustainability, economical sustainability and social sustainability.

“The art of detailing is really the joining of materials, elements, components, and building parts in a functional
and aesthetic manner”
Frascari describes the Joint to have a double meaning,
a formal joint and a material joint. The formal joint is described as a joint of spatial element. The formal joint can
be anything which connect spatial elements such as a
stair or the building as the whole. The formal joint can be
described as a perceptual joint while the material joint is
a concrete joint. The material joint is joining of materials
or construction elements as a beam and column.

The common understanding of sustainability is based on
a report by The World Commission on Environment and
Development.
“Sustainable development is development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
[un-documents.net]

Many factors comes into play, before a good environment
can be created for people. The architecture needs to create space for different type of people to meet across different age, social background and social status

Environmental sustainability is to prevent harming the
environment, without affecting the environment in the
long therm. Economical sustainability is about financial
accountability and to create profits. Social sustainability
focus mainly on humans and human values.
The architectural focus, working with economical and environmental sustainability is often energy saving and the
environment.

Environment
Sustainability

Economy

Social sustainability aspect in architecture can be defined in two ways, in the building process and in the
use of the building. The social sustainable aspect in the
building process mainly focus on the working conditions
the different building elements are produced.
How architecture can be social sustainable in the use, is
much more complex to understand.
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“In relation to the use of the building, is social sustainability about creating good environments for people to
live in. Not just now, but also in the future” writes Louise
Heebøll in an article about social sustainability in architecture. [heeboll.dk]

Fig. 75

Social

Case Study: Gigantium
Location: Aalborg, Denmark
Build: Main Arena (1999), ice arena (2007), swimming pool (2011), athletic hall (2013)
Capacity: 4 500 seated, 8 500 in total (main arena), 3 200 seated, 5000 in total (ice arena), with 5 600 during hand ball
Architects: Schmidt Hammer & Lassen (main arena), Friis & Moltke (ice arena), NCC Construction A/S (main arena, swimming pool,
athletic hall)
Developer: Aalborg Kommune

The major sports and culture center in Aalborg, Gigantium was visited a number of times during the project
period. Both as a tour inside the complex, but also to
overview an ice hockey match to get a sense of feeling
about the game, the sport, audience and so on.
Gigantium is located in the south-eastern part of the
perimeter of Aalborg. Though not located close to the
center of the city, access to the center is easily done by
car by the adjacent motor way, and by cycle through the
bicycle routes leading to the area. At the same time a
bus stop is located directly outside the premises of the
center. This also makes it easy for people outside of Aalborg to visit Gigantium.
Gigantium is a 34 000m² large center of different cultural opportunity which has been added to the initial main
hall, since its erection. It includes the main multi-purpose
hall, a hall for public swimming, an ice arena, café and
meeting facilities. If no events are held in the larger halls,
the public pool and an additional ice rink is open for the
public, attracting visitors to Gigantium. [gigantium.dk]
Each facility is connected internally by a central part of
the building, but functions as a separate part of the culture center. Since each facility is of a different purpose,
from different times and different design offices, the
building also offer different architectural styles in character and shape, but still tries to relate roughly by making
use of some of the same materials internally and externally. This makes it a complex mixed in concrete, wood
and various types of metal cladding. The main hall is a
wooden box with a typical sports hall shaped roof, while
the modern swimming hall has a wave shaped facade
made in metal.

Since Gigantium is situated in the outskirts of Aalborg,
its relation to the city is mainly through infrastructure.
The relation to the surrounding contex is non-existant.
Around the center is car parks, and around the perimeter
is roads and scarcely spread pockets of nature with no
context of significance.

Fig. 76: The front on the original building of Gigantium, with

Fig. 79:

Fig. 77: Masterplan of the area

Fig. 80: The ice rink with ice hockey layout

Fig. 78: The main foyer with the entrance to the ice rink to the

Fig. 81: The ice rink with handball layout

the main entrance to the left in the photo.

The main arena of Gigantium with its large wooden
roof construction.

Entry to Gigantium is through one major foyer area containing information booths, sales and large areas for
gathering, which is part of the passage combining the
different facilities. The main entrance to the center is oriented to the north, with the ice arena to the left, the main
hall to the right, as seen on the center left photo. The
view from the entrance is seen bottom left.
The main feature of Gigantium is still the 11.000 m² main
hall, which can be seen in the top left photo, consisting
of a barrel vault roof with large timber beams, spanning
from each outer wall, as seen in the top right photo. It is
used for sports events in particular, but also used for fairs
and concerts, and also rented out to local clubs when
not in use. Its capacity is 8 500 in total, with 4 500 seated
spectators during sport events. [da.wikipedia.org]
As the hall is one large room with no interrupting columns, the possibilities for events are numerous. Mobile
telescopic tribunes are put into place and unfolded in a
specific configuration for a given event with a number of
spectators, entering on playing field level. Due to its size
and the graphic layout of the wooden floor, the hall can
be separated into smaller areas by large black curtains.
For instance, this can be one handball field, and multiple
badminton lanes. This happens during handball events,
which does not take up the entire floor, or when renting
out different parts of the floor to local clubs. A specific area can then be activated by lightning up the given
space through control panels.

left, the main hall to the right.
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Case Study: Jydske Bank Boxen
Maintenance, unloading of goods and delivering of setups to concerts happens through a back yard between
the diffenrent facilities. The goods then has to be transported through series of corridors.
No significant attention has been given to premium spectators or VIPs. During certain events, they are given access to an elevated lounge area, placed over common
toilets, inside the hall.
The ice arena consist of two different halls, one being
open to the public, used for schools, clubs or for training
and warmup by the visiting ice hockey teams. The other is a multi-functional hall mainly used for ice hockey
matches by the local team, Aalborg Pirates, but also for
handball. The hall can be seen in both setups to the lower right on the previous page. Entrance to the bowl, by
the public, is from the ground floor, with the foyer, café
and sales, while the lower level is used by the ice rinks'
users. The home team enters the rink in the middle of the
playing field, the visiting ice hockey team in one end and
the ice refurbisher and officiels in the other end. The upper level contains an additional ring of tribunes for larger
matches. Around the upper ring is placed club rooms,
green rooms, press rooms, control and security rooms.
[friis-moltke.dk]

Location: Herning, Denmark
Build: 2010
Capacity: 12 000 seated, 15 000 total
Architects: Årstiderne Arkitekter
Developer: Herning Messe og Kongrescenter
Jydske Bank Boxen, also called Boxen, is a multi-functional arena located in Herning, central Jutland, and was
also the destination of a toured study trip during the project course. The arena is designed by architectural office Årstiderne Arkitekter, build from 2008 to 2010 on a
budget of 329 million DKR. [dr.dk]
Boxen can be found in the periphery of Herning city,
placed directly to the south adjacent to highways leading
to and from Herning. This results in optimal access roads
for both people in and outside of Herning. Additional major roads are leading visitors to the area, making it easy to
travel to for cyclists, while a nearby hotel can accommodate travelers. However, Herning is far from major cities,
and is placed far into the mainland, which makes travel
time longer for many.
Adjacent to Boxen is the 11 500 spectator large football
stadium MCH Arena, playing field for FC Midtjylland, and
also the additional 15 large trade exhibition halls of Herning Messe og Kongrescenter, focusing heavily on cultural
events in this specific area. Together with 10 000 parking
spaces, the entire area contain large building structures,
which only relate in function. The further surroundings
are mainly undeveloped land, without any relation to the
cultural area. The initial design plans for Boxen featured
a frustum of a pyramid shape with transparent facades,
but resulted in a more closed facade of various aluminum
claddings, ventilation grills and window lines as seen in
the top left photo on the next page. [fcm.dk] [sporten.tv2.dk]

an outdoor soccer field of 70 × 100m placed inside the
hall, and is made to support many different events. Since
the floor is a large concrete slab, event setup is built directly onto the floor. However, Boxen is created for music and shows, since a long time can be between larger
sports events as finals and championships. Due to the
large, open room, between 10 to 15 different branches
of sport is being focused on, which includes ice hockey
and handball, and has been the host of European championship in short course swimming in 2013. According to
Boxen, however, a larger emphasis will be put on the adjacent trade exhibition halls for experience and amusements events in the future, since the interest in sport
events is in decline while experience events is growing.
[sporten.tv2.dk] [byggeplads.dk, 1] [jyllands-posten.dk]

As in Gigantium, retractable tribunes are used on the arena floor, to support the lower level. The two higher levels
for audience is the premium spectator level and the upper bowl. The layout is a U-shaped bowl with the flat end
towards the outside loading bay area. As seen on the
upper right photo, the end tribunes are separated from
the rest, collapsed and put into the corner to make space
for a possible stage setup. This results in Boxen having
to store the tribune parts and hide them away from the
public, inside the arena hall, when not in use. Behind the
tribunes is a corridor with beverage and food stalls, both
serving the audience towards the tribunes, but also serving people in the service areas towards the facade. [byggeplads.dk, 1]

[byggeplads.dk, 1]

The building of Boxen is 30 000m² distributed onto four
different levels, has a footprint of 110 × 130m, and a
height between 22 and 29m, because of its skewed form.
The main arena hall is a room with many possibilities for
configuration. The column less floor is capable of having
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In addition to the three public levels, a fourth floor, the
second level, is a service floor with 2400m² production
kitchen for the restaurant, freezing storage, cold storage,
storerooms and staff facilities and offices. Third level contains an arena restaurant for 800 people with a view into
the arena, separated from the bowl by a glass facade.

Inside the bowl is a service balcony, for people having
dinner while viewing the events. An additional restaurant
for 100 guests is open to the public independent of the
arena and events. [byggeplads.dk, 1] [sporten.tv2.dk] [a-h-b.dk]
Contrary to Gigantium, the foyer in Boxen is relatively small compared to the spectator capacity that has
to pass through the main doors leading into the foyer,
seen in the bottom left photo. Doors lead directly in between the retractable tribunes and into the arena floor,
while staircases on each side of the foyer lead people
to the higher levels. This means that the foyer is mainly
used for passing through and not for breaks or meeting.
According to Boxen most visitors has already acquired
a ticket that is printed at home and shown at entry. A
small box office is located in the middle of the foyer for
people arriving without a ticket, with additional ATM and
cloakroom.
While the administration is located in the back corners of
the building, star rooms are placed on the VIP floor with
elevator access to the event floor, and changing rooms
for teams on the ground floor with direct access to the
hall. Teams’ rooms are made up of one larger room separated by temporal walls to divide the room into smaller
rooms for two opposing teams, or for smaller parts of a
given team. Access to the playing field happens through
the same corridor and enters from the same entrance
and direction. Technical rooms, as ventilation systems,
are situated in several locations around the complex.

Above the concrete floor is the roof construction of steel
trusses spanning 96 meter, with a height of 7m divided
into a grid of 10m. The trusses can carry at least 30 tons
of stage equipment, with a total of 200 tons. Similarly is
the façade constructed as a steel construction. To make
use of the height of the trusses, ventilation duct run within the roof construction. In case of a fire, four turbines
driven by jet motors can suck out 700 000m³ air each
hour. [byggeplads.dk, 2] [sporten.tv2.dk]

Fig. 82: The facade of Jydske Bank Boxen with tiles of varying

Fig. 85: Corner of the end of the arena bowl. The end part of

Fig. 83: Boxen situated between carparks and the many halls

Fig. 86:

Fig. 84:

Fig. 87: One of the few relaxation areas with chairs and tables.

colors and windows, and a solid base with few openings for
doors and windows.

of Herning Messe Center.

the tribunes are put in the corners to make space for a stage,
with direct access to the loading bay area.

The different levels of the bowl, and the corner entrance on ground floor. The lowest part of the bowl, VIP boxes
and the top ring with seats hidden away.

Due to the building shape, the building does not have a
specific front facade, apart from the placement of the car
park and the direction from which people enter the building. About 13 entrances are numbered with signs around
the building, while most are only used during emergency
situations. According to Boxen an emergency evacuation
will empty the arena within 7 to 8 minutes.
The loading bay area is located opposite to the main
entrance with a small gate wide enough for one truck
to drive directly onto the arena floor. Additional trucks,
press trucks for transmitting sports events has to park in
the open behind the arena.

The foyer with direct access to the lower arena, a
middle area for purchasing tickets, withdraw money and storing
clothes.
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Case Study: Royal Arena
Location: Copenhagen, Denmark
Build: 2016 (expected)
Capacity: 12 500 seated, 15 000 total
Architects: 3XN
Developer: Arena CPHX P/S (Realdania and Copenhagen Municipality)
The final case study is involving the winning design proposal of the Copenhagen Arena competition. Since the
building is still under development the amount of information is limited, and, as mentioned in the report topic
named “Visiting The Site”, the construction of the building is also early in the process. In the end the competition was won by Danish architectural office 3XN, and has
since obtained a sponsor deal with the company Royal
Unibrew, changing the name of the arena to Royal Arena.
The arena will offer about 12 500 seats during seated
events as sports, with a total capacity of 15 000 spectators during concerts and similar events. For smaller
events, the arena bowl can be configured to hosting only
3 000 seats. These setup is expected to make it possible
to arrange 60-80 events annually.
The main focus will be culture, music and sports, as
concerts, ice hockey and handball, but will also support
circuses, horse riding, swimming and badminton. Finally,
the arena will end up having a floor area size of almost 35
000m² with foyers for guests, service areas and areas for
performers and athletes. [copenhagen-arena.dk, 1] [arenacphx.
dk, 1]

As mentioned previously, the arena is situated in southern Copenhagen close to both the metro line, highways
and the Copenhagen airport, providing many opportunities for both local and foreign visitors. It is located in the
perimeter of the city, in an area with many cultural and
sports oriented activities, including additional ice rinks
and football fields, which makes it fit into the area by its
function.
Opposed to many other example of arenas presented in
the report up to this point, Royal Arena isn’t surrounded with parking lots, but has a dedicated multi-storey
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car park close by. Rather, the building is located on an
open plaza, surrounded by dwellings and stores, along a
promenade and a green area leading out into Kalvebod
Fælled. This serves as a connection to the creeks and
undisturbed nature to the west.
In its design, the building tries to connect with its surrounding by its guiding stairs, leading people towards
its multiple entrance areas. This also makes the stairs
usable to people wanting to enjoy the sun and scenery.
The main shape of the building follows the inner bowl,
being an ellipsoid pill shape, raised onto a plinth. This,
together with a light looking bottom, makes the building mass seem light and smaller compared to its size.
The plinth contains all the different restaurants dedicated to their specific target group, separated into premium
and business customers. According to visualizations of
the surrounding areas, the neighborhood has a different
character design however. Local building complexes appear cubic, quadratic and staircase-based with multiple
levels. [3xn.dk, 1]

Fig. 88: Physical model of the arena with overview of the

Fig. 91: Physical model of the arena with overview of the

Fig. 89: The area as it currently looks. Only the hall foundation

Fig. 92: The hall with concert layout.

Fig. 90: Concourses of the arena.

Fig. 93: The hall with icehockey layout.

arena bowl.

and point foundation for columns are present.

arena bowl.

The more organic shaped plinth creates smaller pockets on the plaza for smaller spaces, meeting places and
niches for recreational purposes, also when the building
is closed off for the public. As shown on the adjacent visualizations the area offers various playing fields for sport
activities. [3xn.dk, 1]
The top of the building is a semi-transparent facade with
large lamella made by tile fins in a golden colour. The
lower part is cut off in a waving shape around the building. Since tiles has been a typical material used in Denmark, and the northern countries, this also contributes
to its Nordic architectural character. [copenhagen-arena.dk, 2]

Not much has been revealed about the inner design of
the area, apart from situational visualisations showing the
different events inside the bowl, as the right side pictures,
and few as the lower left picture, showing the concourse.
The restaurants appear to have open facades, while the
higher levels has corridors with view out between the
vertical lamella.
The building consists of four levels in total, with the
ground floor, level 00, having restaurants and level 01 arrival areas and the main concourse. Entrance happens
through multiple openings by the stairs, to support visitors arriving from different directions, as mentioned in
the section titled “Mappings”. Level 02 is for VIP boxes and the premium concourse, and level 03 the upper
concourse for spectators for the upper tribunes. Level
04 consists of a mezzanine concourse, and 05 is a construction level. [marshallday.com]
Tribunes don’t appear to be modular, retractable or movable, according to various sections of the building, except for the first 8 rows. The amount of flexibility when
scaling available seats appear to be from different levels
of the bowl which can be closed off, as seen in Boxen,
and the physical model of the arena showed on the top
right.
As the building is still under development, not much is
announced about the construction. The floor seem to
function much like the floor in Boxen, as one large concrete slab, as shown in the middle left picture. The roof
construction is a large space truss system made from
steel elements which both support the rigging construction inside the bowl, but also span the entire arena length,
holding the top tile construction. [arenacphx.dk, 2] [3xn.dk, 2]
[arenacphx.dk, 3]
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Preliminary Conclusion
Fig. 94

As the competition program prescribes a demand for
an arena with a high degree of adjustability, the arena
hall in particular has to be open for adaptation to each
specific event. One large room, which is seen in Jydske
Bank Boxen, can change appearance and function within a short amount of time, and offers many possibilities,
as the event field can be built directly on the concrete
ground. However, this result in added storage space
needed for retractable seating.
In addition to increasing the flexibility of a room, avoiding
columns in the hall will also improve spectators’ view to
the event area in general. To obtain an unobstructed view
the relation between one spectator and the person in
front, comprised into the calculated value C, has to meet
a minimum of 90, which is the minimum requirement in
contemporary constructions. Additionally the spectator
sitting furthest from the stage during concerts should
not be further away from the stage than 106m, while the
distance to the center of the playing field during sports
should not be larger than 70m.

Fig. 95

Dealing with circulation in stadia and arenas comfort and
safety should be a high priority. Dealing with different
zones planning can abate the high degree of guests during an event with a full house. During emergency scenarios, different zones also help to contain fires and evacuate
the large amount of people. From one zone, which could
be the arena bowl, spectators needs to have multiple
choices to enter the next zone, concourses, leading outside the building. Only having one options leads to an
increased pressure put on a particular passage, which
will be eased by having multiple corridors leading from
one area to another. Additionally passages and directions
has to be readable and clear to help improve the flow.
Readability can for instance be achieved with large, open
rooms, or by applying super graphics leading to a given
facility. Clear passages implies areas without obstructions and no sharp corners and direct access. Multiple
corridors can also help large masses to be split into
smaller groups that is easier to control. Smaller groups
can then be presented facilities as toilets, stalls and
wardrobes without making larger queues.

Fig. 96

Even though a building accommodate 15 000 with ease
people also have to circulate around the building, with
additional visitors to the plaza, the local schools, commerce and cultural facilities. The arena needs to be meet
in a relation to the guests, and not only serve as a monolith, but relate to the surroundings and the plaza it is
located on. As the main representative of cultural events,
its relation to the area can be expressed in more than its
function, but also in its aesthetic design. If not a direct
relation to the design of the local buildings then in larger
context as the vision for the district, the local nature and
materials.
Few initiatives in a design can still add a surplus of value to a cultural building. The arena should not just fill a
plot of land to offer its internal facilities, but can additionally offer an extra benefit to the visitors and the area.
This results in passer-byes being able to make use of the
building even when not entering the building. The design
of building and plaza should not exude a private character but instead display a more inviting appearance. To
achieve this the transition between public surroundings
and private building should blur, making the approach to
the arena less substantial. This should affect everybody,
taking different kinds of people into consideration, making the building accessible for disabled people also.
Among other things, this effect can be accomplished by
a transitional shape from surroundings to building, but
also by the selection of materials. Additionally the choice
of e.g. a green roof can even help the local wildlife, but
also ease drainage problems during heavy rain fall.

Design Parameters
As previously mentioned, the design parameters shown
to the right will be the leading factor when dealing with
different solutions, throughout the design process.
The parameters are derived from the initial analysis and
covers various areas. The parameters are separated into
Interior areas, which deals with design solution within the
building façade, while the exterior parameters address
problems in an urban context.

Interior
• Gather functions in relation to eachother.
• Subdivision zoning. Keep a clear separation between
different types of people, eg. VIP and common spectators, administration and guests.
• The arena bowl should be scalable depending on the
required number of seats for different events.
• The atmosphere during matches should be improves
as much as possible, through low distances and barriers.
• Facilities should be adjustable depending on the required event.
• Cooridors, common areas and the arena hall should be
easily readable, non-obstructed and clear.

Exterior
• Exteriors should promote diversity, by not preclude
groups of people, eg. disabled people.
• Passageways and accessways should be clear between building and surroundings.
• The building should not be enclosed, either in its shape
or the building itself.
• The building should relate to its surrounding plaza, the
plaza should relate to its surrounding neighbourhood.
• The plaza should provide facilities for activities during
different times of the year.
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Design Phase

Introduction
to Design Phase
In the following section, the overall design ideas and argumentations behind the final design is presented. Many
topics will refer to similar design solution in other buildings, to simplify the presentation and to support the idea
being worked with, from contemporary projects.
Using the design two previous analysis phases, this section deals with every aspect of the project from plan solutions, urban design concepts and more.
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Establishing The Basement
As previously mentioned, in the Competition Requirements section, the final building will end up being relatively large and take up a lot of space on the project site,
with a maximum area limit of almost 33 000 m². Additionally, multiple levels are required, featuring separate VIP
areas, restaurants, and seating for 12 500 spectators,
whom all need to have adequate view of the event. This
dictate a building form of substantial size.
The arena is situated amongst residential buildings, and
will have a significant amount of pedestrians walking
past the building, while the promenade and plaza will attract people to stay around the area. To prevent a drastic
change in building heights of the area, the arena building
is sought to retain a similar height as the adjacent buildings. This will also improve the relation between the arena and surrounding residential buildings and halls.

Also shown in the Competition Requirements, most of
the different functions needed in the building is administrational and technical facilities, which most do not have
any specific need for sunlight. These are storages, different kind of plant farms, generator rooms and kitchens,
which will only take up additional space in the building
mass. Few private facilities requires daylight, as star
rooms and offices, which will leave much of the remaining floor area open for visitors.

As shown on the diagram below, the service basement
will also be able to serve other administrational facilities on the other levels, and thereby tie the backstage
functions together, together with the other facilities in the
basement. As storage is placed in the basement, production will also be close to stock. The kitchen will for
example be able to reach restaurants on several levels,
and deliver food on all levels, and in a specific area of the
plan, through elevators.

In accordance with the design criteria, a basement will
therefore help the requirement of zoning, where public areas are kept separate from the private facilities. This also
helps gathering the appropriate technical facilities close
to one another. Elements as draining will also naturally
lead downwards, into the basement area.

For further information about the problems arising by establishing a basement level in the area, and the complications it might have due to the local ground water, read
the appendix section named Ground Water Level.

Fig. 99:

An example of one of the vehicles used on University of Southern Denmark to transport internal mail and goods
around the University. Multiple styles of vehicles are use for its
specific purpose, eg. kitchen vehicles for frozen food and cafeteria food.

Fig. 100: The public hallways of University of Southern Den-

mark has specific lains for transportation of mail and item cargo,
cleary identified by graphics on the floor.

Fig. 97
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Fig. 98

Basement Layout
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An additional function to the room program is the introduction of a fitness area and relaxation area. Both facilities are common in modern stadia and arenas, as the
picture from the soccer stadium in Belarus, Borisov Aren,
shows. These facilities is also a standing facility offered
to the players in Gigantium.
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An addition to the initial room program is the introduction of a mix zone. The mix zone is an area players has
to pass through when finished with the game to answer
questions from the media. In some tournaments, it is required for both teams to pass through this area, and cannot evade the press no matter the outcome of the match.
For instance, in 2010, Russian ice hockey player Alex
Ovechkin received much criticism during the Vancouver
Games for avoiding the press in the mix zone on multiple
occasions. [espn.go.com]

The changing room for the home team is located close to
the loading bay area, to minimize the distance the players
has to walk. The opposing team is located in the opposite end, both to increase the distance they have to walk,
but also to separate the two team, to keep a distance
until they meet inside the bowl. When not used by sports
teams, the separated changing rooms can be used by
respectively male and female workers. To increase flexibility, changing rooms are placed adjacent to each other,
to make use of a flexible wall separating the two. By adjusting the wall additional space can be made to serve
larger teams or crews at a time.

Service

s/

The facilities are joined to group specific functions, where
the smallest ring is oriented towards the event area,
containing the team facilities. Facilities as storages and
plants, which require more space, is oriented outwards.
Since goods will be transported along the corridor to fill
up storages, and the main technical service is occurring
in the outer ring containing plants and warehouses, more
heavy traffic will be lead around the corridor close to the
outer ring. Similarly, additional space is made for walking, to prevent collisions.

The additional space can also serve as conference room
and for teams to organize press releases. The mix zone is
located directly outside the main entrance to the playing
field, as the players has to pass through. During conference setup, the room can be closed off from the rest of
the corridor, to separate the press from the rest of the
service areas, and to minimize disturbances during press
releases.

Technique

The layout of the basement is made as three rings around
the centrally placed bowl. The two outer rings is where
the facilities are located, with a service corridor feeding
the facilities, where the horizontal flow is occurring. The
corridor leads out into smaller corridors equipped with
staircases and elevators and lifts for vertical flow.

Kitchen

Fig. 101

Fig. 102
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Fig. 103
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Designing The Lower Arena Bowl
As previously mentioned is the main demand of the bowl
design centered around the setup of handball, ice hockey and concerts and fairs. Three very different setups
which require different event floors and thereby different
types of designs.
The first iterations of the bowl design had a single event
floor for sports, which resulted in varying distance from
the playing field to the spectators. As shown on the diagram to the right, a handball field is much smaller than
an ice hockey field, where spectators to a handball would
have to sit further away than during ice hockey matches.
Other types of sports, as basketball, has an even smaller playing field, down to 28x15 meters. To improve the
atmosphere during matches, an adjustable solution was
chosen, which will be elaborate upon in the next chapter.

The flexible solution would be able to accommodate several types of events with a minimum of distance from the
audience to the event field. Since the ground level floor is
static, the tribunes below this level will be able to change
the playing fields dimensions. This can results in a larger field, but with a lower seating capability. The average
amount of spectators for each game in the Danish women’s league in handball was 1011, while the men’s league
attracted 1625 people in average, as of 12th of March,
2014. For comparison, the Danish ice hockey league for
men had an average of 1489 of spectators during 20112012. A larger number of seats is expected to be required
for handball rather than ice hockey, which also consistent with the field sizes, changing the number of seats
available in the lower section of the bowl. [tophåndbold.dk]

On the northern end of the ice hockey rink is a larger
entrance, made for the ice resurfacer, with direct access
to its parking space. This has to be used at every intermission between the three 20 minute periods to ensure
an even ice surface.

Other types of sports can be arranged in a similar fashion, with these four entry points, to improve the experience of the event.

In case of matches with unruly spectators, the officials
can enter their operator box in between the two penalty
boxes on the right side, directly through an additional entrance, without being exposed.

[statistikbanken.dk]

[basketballcourtdimensions.eu]

A handball field is 44x22m including a security perimeter,
which needs to be kept clear around the playing field.
Behind this, on one side of the field, are the two teams
placed. A large net has to be suspended behind both
goals, to prevent balls hitting the audience, with an additional distance to the spectators behind the goal. [Dansk
Håndbold Forbund, 2010]

In comparison the ice hockey field is much larger with a
dimension of 61x30 meters. Typically the audience can
sit as close to the field as a bowl design allows, since the
rink is shielded off by 1.2m high boards, with an additional high see-through screen, preventing the puck from
hitting the audience. A net is installed behind each end of
the field similar to handball. In one side of the field is the
two team boxes placed, where the teams are seated during the match, typically between each side of the main
entrance to the field. On the other side is two penalty
boxes, one for each team, with the officials seated in the
middle. [Danmarks Ishockey Union, 2006]
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As shown in the right picture, an emphasis should be put
on the different entrances to the playing field. As mentioned previously, the lower design is not only made to
improve atmosphere in the audience, but also affect the
two opposing teams. As with the placement of changing
rooms, an additional psychological effect is also added
by having multiple entrances to the field. E.g., during
handball, the two teams are able to first see each other
when entering the hall, due to the basement layout, and
will then enter from opposing sides, running onto the field
towards each other, while met by a large audience. This
is illustrated on the following page. Additionally, the opposing team will have a larger walk from their entry to the
benches, improving the home team’s conditions.
A similar layout is made during ice hockey. The setup is
designed for the official layout regulations, with the home
team planned to enter centrally, by the benches on the
left side of the field. This is to have an emphasis on the
presentation of the home team. The opposing team will
then enter on the smaller southern side, in on end of the
field. When no team has the home field advantage, both
teams can be presented through the same entrance, or
on the opposing entrances on the northern and southern
side. The two entrances will also help hinder confrontations between the two teams.

Fig. 104: Even though this is picturing another type of sport, which can not take place in the arena due

to the spatial limitations, this entrance functions as an inspiration for the final project design. The mood
and atmosphere for the spectators must be intensified, but the impact and effect on the players is also
of great importance. Here, the players walk onto a field surrounded by cheering crowds and spotlights,
seeing their competitors for the first time.

Håndbold bane

Sikkerhedszone - Håndbold

Fig. 105

Fig. 106
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Scenario 1
level 1

level 0

• Stationary floor, solid tribunes, solid end tribune
• Manual mounting of floor staging

The Floor Lift System
As the basement is established, partly to improve circulation in the building, lower building height and remove
large, closed off storage areas, that don’t need light – and
since the lower arena bowl is situated lower than ground
level – either the event floor has to be at ground level,
above the sports field, or the building has to be much
wider to support the large event floor.
To minimize the building size, and to minimize distance
from tribunes to event floor and playing field, a flexible
event floor is introduced. The diagram to the right shows
the different possibilities considered during this process.
The different scenarios various from the very static solution, with solid tribunes, which is fast and easy to install
and cheap to produce, but offer no benefit in flexibility as sought through the design parameters described
earlier. Additional storage space can be found under the
tribunes, but during concert mode the low-cost stationary floor, hold by a manually erected scaffolding, may be
simple and cheap, but the lacking flexibility and high installation time and cost, makes this solution less viable
in the long run.
Scenario 2 is a similar solution with the introduction of
part retractable tribunes, increasing the preliminary expenses in comparison to the first solution, and increasing
the amount of flexibility, but still has all the drawbacks of
the previous.
The evaluation include further elements as portable tribunes, mechanical floors raised automatically by lifts, mobile floor units with retractable tribune sections included,
and also floor elements containing one row of seats. The
different solutions are rated relatively compared to the
total of all solutions, in the examination, and graded in
accordance to the design parameters.

The final and chosen solution is scenario 6. It consist of
smaller floor elements suitable for each row of tribune.
Seats are included in the floor element and will be able
to be automatically raised. This can result in a customizable landscape of raised and lowered elements, with or
without seats. This is practical in many scenarios where
the floor setup can mimic the final shape a given shape
or event floor design closer than larger elements. Similarly, the smaller, automatically driven elements are faster
to customize compared to manually installed scaffolding. This can be relevant during, for example swimming,
where a pool is installed or speedway where the track is
hilly. At the same time, the divided floor system makes it
easier for spectators to get closer to the event field, when
no specific setup is demanded by the installation.
This also makes the arena more competitive in its potential for having many different setups, and not only being
designed for sports. As in accordance with the information obtained during the study trip to Boxen, Herning, experience- and amusements events are becoming more
and more popular in Denmark, which a more flexible
solution will support.
For a further read about the technical details concerning the floor lift system, already used at many locations
around the world today, see the appendix section titled
The Spiral Lift System. For more information about the
telescopic tribunes, please see appendix section Retractable Tribunes. The system behind the integrated
seating, mentioned in scenario 6, is elaborate in the appendix section titled Movable Seating Systems.

+ Usable space beneath mounted event floor

+

÷

Flexibility

+ Additional storage beneath tribunes

+

÷

Installationtime

+ The bowl shape is maintained during all events

+

÷

Field distance

+ Less maintenance of tribunes

+

÷

Space requirements

÷ Repeated expenses when manual mounting event
floors

+

÷

Preliminary expenses

÷ Various different staging elements
÷ Few possible configuration options
÷ Longer distance between tribunes and field during
handball setup
÷ Longer manual mounting time

Scenario 2
level 1

level 0

• Stationary floor, solid tribunes, portable retractable end tribune
• Manual mounting of floor staging
+ More usable space beneath mounted event floor

+

÷

Flexibility

÷ Less storage space beneath tribunes

+

÷

Installationtime

÷ The bowl shape changes dependent on the event

+

÷

Field distance

+ Closer to playing field than scenario 1, during handball setup

+

÷

Space requirements

+

÷

Preliminary expenses

÷ Less different floor staging elements
÷ Few possible configuration options
+ More flexibility than previous scenarios
÷ Fewer seats during handball, if portable tribune is
moved closer to playing field
÷ Higher preliminary expenses than scenario 1
÷ Longer manual mounting time
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Fig. 107

Scenario 3

•
•

Scenario 5
level 1

level 1

level 0

level 0
level -1
level tech.

Stationary floor, retractable tribunes, portable retractable end tribune
Manual mounting of floor staging

•
•

Mobile floor, retractable tribune sections incorporated in the different floor elements
Mechanical staging of floor elements

÷ No storage space beneath tribunes

+

÷

Flexibility

+ More flexibility than previous scenarios

+

÷

Flexibility

÷ The bowl shape changes dependent on the event

+

÷

Installationtime

÷ No storage space beneath tribunes

+

÷

Installationtime

+ Closer to playing field than scenario 1, during handball setup

+

÷

Field distance

+ No manual staging of floor or tribunes

+

÷

Field distance

+

÷

Space requirements

+ Adjustable distance to playing field

+

÷

Space requirements

+

÷

Preliminary expenses

÷ The bowl shape changes dependent on the event

+

÷

Preliminary expenses

+ Identical floor staging elements
÷ Few possible configuration options
+ More flexibility than previous scenarios

÷ Setup is dependent on amount of tribunes in floor
elements

÷ Fewer seats during handball, if portable tribune is
moved closer to playing field

÷ Fewer seats during handball, if tribune is moved closer to playing field

÷ Higher preliminary expenses than previous setups

÷ Higher preliminary expenses than previous setups

÷ Long manual mounting time

÷ Demand larger storage areas for floor elements

+ Less manual mounting time needed than previous
setups

÷ Demand of storage areas for technical installation

Scenario 6

Scenario 4

level 1

level 1

level 0
level -1
level tech.

level 0
level -1

•
•

•
•

Mobile floor, retractable tribunes, portable retractable end tribune
Mechanical staging of floor elements

Mobile floor, retractable tribune incorporated in the different tribune and floor elements
Mechanical staging of floor elements

÷ No storage space beneath tribunes

+

÷

Flexibility

+ More flexibility than previous scenarios

+

÷

Flexibility

÷ The bowl shape changes dependent on the event

+

÷

Installationtime

÷ No storage space beneath tribunes

+

÷

Installationtime

+ Closer to playing field than scenario 1, during handball setup

+

÷

Field distance

+ No manual staging of floor or tribunes

+

÷

Field distance

+

÷

Space requirements

+ Adjustable distance to playing field

+

÷

Space requirements

+

÷

Preliminary expenses

÷ The bowl shape changes dependent on the event

+

÷

Preliminary expenses

+ Many different configuration options of floor
+ More flexibility than previous scenarios
÷ Fewer seats during handball, if portable tribune is
moved closer to playing field
÷ Higher preliminary expenses than previous setups
+ No manual staging of floor
÷ Demand of storage areas for technical installation

+ Setup is not dependent on amount of tribunes in floor
elements
÷ Fewer seats during handball, if tribune is moved closer to playing field
÷ Higher preliminary expenses than previous setups
+ Demand less storage areas for floor elements
÷ Demand of storage areas for technical installation

Fig. 108
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The Middle Bowl
Fig. 109: Wyly Theater floor changing setup. This installation

is even more technically complex than the final chosen design
scenario, as each floor element is able to rotate. Additionally
manual operation is required to install additional seats on the
floor.

Fig. 110:

Conceptual sketch below showing ramps leading
from the service area of the basement to the sports field. Due to
the minor difference in height, e.g. from ice hockey to handball,
a simple attached ramp would ensure entry from the static service floor level into the hall.

The middle bowl covers seats from the first level to the
level 2 of the arena bowl. Since level 1 is situated on
ground floor, spectators will enter the bowl primarily from
this level, and either walk down to the lower bowl area,
or up to the middle bowl. Spectators might also enter the
middle bowl from the smaller second floor.
During concert modes, or during exhibitions and similar
events, the floor from level 0 is raised and people can
walk directly into the event floor from ground level, which
is also handicap friendly during these events.
When the floor is raised to ground level, the floor covers about 3300 m², where the tribunes are still available
for use. This can be during concerts where seated tickets are sold to ensure better viewing of the stage, or for
events where the floor is used for seated arrangements,
chairs around tables and so on. However, during concerts where additional floor space might be needed and
no seated arrangement is made, the tribunes on level 1
can be folded and hidden inside the container along the
underlying wall. This leaves a total floor area of about
4250 m².
Even though the tribunes are stationary, the use of telescopic tribunes adds an additional flexibility when choosing between floor area and number of seats. As the tribunes are retracted, the stack only take up the space of
one row, and can be hidden away by an acoustic wall for
standing events. During sports, where the lower level is
also in use, a section can be retracted a couple of rows,
leaving space for wheelchair users, whom only need to
enter from the ground level to improve accessibility.

Fig. 111: Diagram to the left shows the maximum capacity of a tribune section. The entrances are 2 meter
wide to offer spectators enough room to enter in one
line and leave in another next to each other. In most
cases are the stairs situated on both sides of the entrance, with rows of seats and then an additional stair
and entranceway. Due to the regulations a maximum of
24 seats are placed in a row without separation.
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To read more about the technology behind the retractable tribunes in the appendix, see the section titled Retractable Tribunes.
During concerts, the tribune behind the scene is a fully
removable, and can thereby be removed completely during concerts, to give direct access from the loading bay
area to the stage area. In a similar fashion is the tribunes
on the opposite site removable, and can be removed to
make a larger entry way onto the event floor. This will also
create a connection between the restaurant, situated in
this location, and the event in the bowl. Food can be delivered directly from the restaurant during exhibitions or
smaller, seated concerts, or serve as a larger kitchen area
during events. Similarly, additional serving of beer can
be handled from this location in the opposite end of the
concert.
Lastly, by removing the southern tribune, a connection
from the closed bowl to the outside can be created
through the transparent restaurant. During the summer,
the restaurant area can be opened and a free passage is
made from the outside to the inner bowl, to invite people
in.
As opposed to the lower part of the middle bowl, the upper tribunes of the middle bowl, at level 2, are stationary,
solid tribunes of concrete, since the resulting space behind and below the tribune on this level is limited. As the
tribunes down lead out to any floor, as with level 0 and
level 1, an additional function of the tribunes can not be
made.

Fig. 113: The above photograph picture the stationary retractable tribune in the Utzon Center auditorium, Aalborg.

Fig. 114: Photograph belows shows a movable tribune from

Gigantium, Aalborg. When not in use the main hall is a large
open room.

Fig. 112
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The Upper Bowl
The upper part of the bowl contains the upper third part
of the common spectator seats. Since the tribunes of level 4 does not have any direct relation to either the event
floor at ground level, or the basement level sports area,
these tribunes are stationary concrete elements.

As in Jydske Bank boxen, below the upper tribune ring
is the VIP area for box holders. This is also a solid fixed
tribune as the upper bowl, as these rows have specific measurements required, cf. the competition requirements.

A totalt of 12660 seats is located in this area, and can be
taken into use during larger events. As mention earlier,
many non-tournament sport matches are not well visited compared to the total capacity of the arena, and can
therefore be closed off. Together with rest of floor, the
level can be locked down to only have spectators gathered on the lower levels. Typically, this is done in other
arenas by covering up the seats by dark fabric, to make
the bowl seem full without having a full house. The dark
fabric will make the tribune blend into the dark roof above
the lights.

However, contrary to Boxen, where the arena restaurant
is located in extension to the VIP boxes, this floor is only
meant for premium spectators. As mentioned in the following sections titled ‘Premium Areas’ and ‘VIP Boxes’,
the boxes are to be adjustable, to allow for larger groups
to rent more than one room and combine them into one
larger conference room. To each VIP box, a part of the
tribune in front of the room is accompanying, which also
put demands on the flexibility of the tribune, which will be
further described in the before mentioned sections.

Below is shown a photograph from Jydske Bank Boxen,
Herning, where part of the upper bowl is covered. The
lower bowl stands out with its light coloured seats, but
closer to the roof the bowl is darker, and when covered
up, it seems to disappear.

In addition to VIP boxes on this level is the press area. As
also seen in the photograph, a box for the TV crew has
been mounted onto the tribune subsequent to the erection of the arena. In this design proposal, filming crew
has a dedicated part of the premium tribune, which is
connected to a press entrance, and the mix zone located
in the basement. As the amount of press coverage differs greatly from club matches to larger tournaments, as
with the number of spectators, the tribune belonging to
the press area can be expanded along the tribune ring to
make space for additional reporters.

Fig. 116

Fig. 115
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Acoustics
As a part of the design parameters behind the upper
levels of the bowl is an integration with acoustic strategies. The lower tribunes can be adjusted in relation to
the wanted setup, but the upper levels consist of fixed
tribunes, because of its low relation to the changes on
ground level.
Due to the many possible configurations on the lower
level, the acoustics can also change in relation the specific event held inside the bowl. The fixed tribunes however can not.
A simple pill-shaped tribune might result in a bouncing
of sound waves from one side to the other, due to the
flat sides and introvert curvature. The final result tries to
negate this, to some degree, though no calculations has
been made to its final effect. By having a curved tribune,
the soundwaves will spread out, and easier be absorbed
and die out.

Fig. 118

An example of this is the House of Music in Aalborg, by
Coop Himmelblau, as seen to the right.
Read more about the theory behind the acoustic in the
appendix.

Fig. 117

Fig. 119

VIP Boxes
In addition to the premium lounges and bars, which will
be mentioned in the following section on the adjacent
page, premium costumers has access to additional facilities, namely the VIP boxes.
These are used for special visitors such as celebrities or
royalties who want to have a more private setting while
having a larger degree of security, watching the event.
Similarly, the closed setting can also attract business
people hosting meetings with entertainment, or inviting
business partners to a specific event. To improve security, the windows looking into the bowl can be opened,
as to give the users the full experience of the cheering
crowd. Wanting a higher degree of security, the windows
will be left closed. This can be seen in the top right picture.
In accordance with the competition requirements 20 boxes of about 32m² is required. These are spread out along
the tribune ring, with direct access from the boxes to the
tribune. An area in front of the specific box is reserved for
the box holders, where the user can walk uninterrupted
out on the tribune from the box, take part in the event,
and proceed with their business meeting.
When larger groups are gathered, multiple boxes can be
combined into larger rooms, as the appurtenant tribune
is also joined together, making the company still being
able to sit together. This is illustrated in the top left diagram where three boxes are able to join into one large
conference room. An additional model in perspective can
be seen in the section titled ‘Competition Requirements’
on page 19.
To meet different needs, and to spread out the number
of people on the floor, VIP boxes are joined into multiple
groups. When no events are held, the boxes can be rented out as conference rooms with a view of the arena, with
smaller groups renting smaller cluster, as larger meetings
can be held in a cluster of many joined VIP boxes.
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Fig. 120: The diagram top left shows the concept behind the
VIP boxes. Each box is a part of a modular system of three or
more boxes, where the walls between two or all rooms can be
removed, to make a larger conference room or VIP box. Between the appurtenant tribunes reserved for each box, a barrier
separating each tribune can also be removed, to join tribunes
with the combined rooms.

Fig. 121:

A simple, cheap and yet elegant solution is chosen to separate the different sections of the tribunes. The press
area has to be separated from premium spectators, while box
holders are separated from the other premium spectators. This
system makes the tribune more modular, as each area can be
expanded or minimized in relation to the premium spectators’
needs.

Fig. 122 and Fig. 123:

A solution inspired from Jydske
Bank Boxen, Herning, is the possibility to open up each VIP box.
If additional security is needed, the windows can be closed, but
if boxholders want be a part of the game atmosphere, the windows can be folded to the side, while still be inside the box.

Fig. 124:

To the right is a photograph of the VIP box on
Karaiskaki Stadium, Greece. Supplementary benefits can be
provided for box holders, with catering inside their box, additional refrigerator for cooled drinks, separate toilets facilities and
more.
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Premium Areas
Fig. 126: The photograph above shows the restaurant at Jydske Bank Boxen, Herning. In a similar

fashion, the two VIP areas on the third floor is also large restaurant and lounge areas. Though not
directed primarily at the hall, the lounges provide meals both during the day, and during events, and
can even function as a break area during intermissions.

Fig. 127 and 128: The closed off restaurant and lounge areas are thought to be transparent in

appearance. During events the loung-es still has a visual connection with the bowl, while the rest
of the day, the areas has a view out of the building. When not in use by premium costumers, the
lounges can be opened up, and a larger area on the floor can be used for conferences or similar.
Furthermore, opening up the glass wall during matches or concerts, the connection with the event
can be maintained during intermissions, functioning as the pictures below.

Toi.
VIP Boxes

Additionally, premium customers can choose to only
socialize with other premium customers, or go to the
ground floor if they want the experience of the entire
crowd during the intermissions. This is also to accommodate for special guests as royalties or celebrities, whom
might attend.

Star Area

Press
VIP
VIP
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oxe s

In a similar fashion is the two premium lounge areas located in different parts of the building, with one class
being the one giving the better view of the green promenade, and the other having a view of the northern urban
area. This is to prevent a clear separation between the
two groups staying on the same floor, clearly having to
enter their particular lounge area in one direction or the
other, where the two lounges might seem as the same. In
this way, the more prominent customers benefit from the
better view, while the less prominent are separated in a
less apparent manner.

P

VI

VI

These are located on the premium floor with a capacity
of 1000 people, separated from the common areas, only
addressed to those with a specific membership, to minimize possible inconveniences where common guests are
declined. This can happen if the premium facilities are in
direct access from the larger common areas, also containing the above-mentioned restaurants.
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In accordance with the competition requirements two
premium restaurants/lounge and bars are required in
addition to the two common restaurants, the Business
Club bar/lounge and Silver Club/Arena Restaurant. The
two additional facilities are the Gold Club and Platinum
Club areas.

Toi.

Each restaurant/lounge is located close to toilet facilities,
open meeting areas at the staircases, escalators and elevators leading to their entrance area.

Gold Club Lounge & Bar/Rest.

Fig. 125
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Form Finding
During the exercises trying to find a proper form idea
for the building, encompassing the parameters, several
models were developed of which some can be seen in
the collage on the left. The shape of the building should
connect the building shape with the surrounding plaza,
and make it possible for people to make use of the building shape in the same manner as the plaza.
Due to the building’s dimension, an attempt was made
to make the building lower, using the basement, but also
minimizing the building’s dimensions, make it appear
lighter and of a lesser scale. This was done by splitting
the building into lesser horizontal parts with curved surfaces and curving, cantilevered floors.
In relation to the social sustainable aspect, the building
shape should not shield off any side in particular. In some
design proposals the backstage facilities was put into a
shape separate from the bowl shape, resulting in a large
wall blocking off the buildings and access ways in one direction. The curved shape resulted in a building without a
particular backside or tall, solid wall, and made it similarly
inviting from all directions, since visitors to the site would
also enter the area from various directions.
In a similar matter as the different levels is the façade also
divided into smaller rings to make it appear smaller. Solid
material would function as railing on the many plateaus
resulting from the offset floors, while rings of glass gives
light into the large guest areas.

the arena. This will also be elaborated in the following.
The connection inside out is greatest on the ground level
of the arena, where green elements are taken into the
spectators’ concourse. Examples of these can be see to
the right, with green covered walls, and green, recreational areas.
The curvature of the façade is primarily determined from
the inner functions. Convex parts have functions put into
the building mass, such as restaurants or escape routes,
while concave areas mainly is for passage. At the entrances on ground floor the façade is pushed in to create
a passage leading into the building shape, to accentuate
the openings, as a cape, while the floor above curve outwards to create a shelter for the rain.
To make people able to use the building shape, also during closed hours, a passageway lead from ground level
of the plaza to the roof, along the building shape. This
makes it possible for people to stay on the building and
enjoy the view.
As seen in the collage to the left, many attempts were
made to design the passageway up on building, merging
the site with the building shape. The passageway should
not seem as a foreign or attached object, but should be
part of the building shape, as the building should appear
as a part of the neighbourhood.

Fig. 130 and Fig. 131:

These two pictures shows the green walls and
green islands representing the elements from the first floor of the building.

The surrounding buildings does also seem to be split
into different levels to a lesser degree. The expression
is however more rigid, angular and cubic. Since the arena is the core of the area, with its relation to sports and
events, the building is still using some elements from the
surrounding design expressions, while trying to separate
itself from the rest.
To make use of the site, and offer some additional features for the visitors, the nature, used around the building
and in the urban context, is also used around and inside
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Plan Overview

Fig. 132
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Materials
Due to the complex shape of the building form and the
various curvatures, the pavement of the plaza is held in a
more rigid and simple shape and material. To accompany
the promenade and its atmosphere and location, the
Valget er faldet på store, kvadratiske beton sten, to keep
the pavement in a natural material.

Fig. 133

Fig. 136

Fig. 134

Fig. 137

This make the connection between the plaza and the
building, and make it seems like the building has grown
from the landscape with its materials and shape, similar materials is chosen to be used both on the plaza but
also on the building itself. This is also to break down the
barrier between private building and public space. This
results in having the same material run on all horizontal
surfaces of the building and surroundings.
Since the building has many cantilever areas, many areas of the bottom side of the levels are exposed outside.
As seen on the lower left photographs, from Moesgård
Museum in Århus, designed by Henning Larsen Architects, light wooden panels has been chosen, to run from
the inside ceiling to the outside, only separated by the
transparent glass façade. This compliments the light
colored pavement of the upper surfaces, is natural and
low weight.
To counterbalance the light horizontal surfaces, vertical
surfaces are kept in a darker brown corten steel, as seen
on the right most side. The railings has been perforated to improve the overall view from the plateaus, while
still imitating the solid bands from afar, in contrary to the
transparent glass facades. An example is shown on the
middle right picture, with a closer view of the perforated
material on the bottom right.
Both concrete and conten is also weather resistant, as
corten has an increased resistance compared to other
types of steel, due to its partinated protective layer occurring on its surface.
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Fig. 135

Fig. 138

Accessways
The diagram below shows how the large, main staircases
are designed with entrance and exit to one side, directed
away from the arena bowl, towards the façade. This is
to lead people outwards close to the façade, to prevent
congestion at the food stands and toilets where queues
might occur, and to have people circulate freely around
the storeys.

Level 5 Roof

Level 4 Top
Level 3 VIP
Level 2 Half

Level 1 Ground

Level 0 Basement

During evacuation scenarios people have a direct passage towards the façade, facing outwards, and will be
able to get an overview of the escape routes faster. Similarly the main staircases lead from the upper level to
the ground level, to make people able to follow the flow
down from the top floor to ground floor.
The number of vertical access ways
On level 3, the VIP level, common spectators are not allowed and the large staircases are therefore closed off.
Similarly the premium spectators will have to use their
respective staircases or elevators found in both ends of
the building. During emergencies both types of staircases can be opened to evacuate people as fast as possible.
This means that the total of staircases leading from the
upper level to the ground is two on each side, in ordinary situations. On level 3, the VIP floor, the staircases
are closed, where the main access ways happen from
two staircases on the northern and southern side to the
ground floor. Similarly 6 common elevators can be used
from level 4 to ground level, while 2 VIP elevators can be
used from the VIP floor, together with escalators on both
staircases, down to the ground level.
In addition, the administration has an elevator leading to
level 4, and another to level 3, both located in relation to
the star area. A staircase in the northern administration
area leads past level 3, is located inside the tribunes of
level 4, with access to the roof construction.
Lastly the press has both a staircase and elevator leading
from level 3 to ground level.
Emergency escapes
During emergencies all staircases can be opened for all
passing floors, to increase the number of possible emergency escapes. To read further on emergency regulations and strategies see the appendix section titled ‘Fire
Safety’. The amount of time used for people to evacuate
can be calculated using a Time Exit Analysis (TEA), elaborated in appendix section ‘Time Exit Analysis’.
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According to the Danish regulations in relation to sports
facilities, 70 persons can pass a 1 meter wide staircase
per minute, while 110 persons can pass a 1 m wide corridor per minute. [dbu.dk]
As an example, the stairs leading from the lower bowl
to ground floor are 2 meters wide and 12,5 meters long,
while the corridor leading out is 2 meters wide and 7 meters long. The longest distance from a corridor on the
ground floor to an exit is 26 meters. If about 12 rows of
a maximum of 12 people on both sides of the staircases
needs to be evacuated, 288 people in total needs to exit
this one route. 288 people can thereby pass the stairs in
about 2 minutes, while they only need to use 1 min 20
seconds on the corridor.
If a persons need to get to the open, in accordance with
the fire regulations, the person in the bottom of the area,
the one farthest away from getting out, needs to spend
about 3 minutes and 20 seconds to get out of the bowl,
and then has 4½ minute to walk the remaining 26 meters.

Vip

ADMIN

ADMIN

Public

Public

Fig. 141:

Access ways on the first floor. Transit from other
floors happens through vertical cores and outer staircase. Premium members use the same main entrances as the rest of the
audience, but has a separate foyer leading to their floor, on the
south side and the north side.
The press staircase and elevetor is accessed through the core
on the western side of the building, leading to the upper press
area and mix zone.
Public
personale

Public

Both the administration and event workers can arrive through
the loading bay area, and has a staircase and two separate elevators, three large cargo lifts for the basement, and a smaller lift
for smaller cargo as garbage bins.
Star people and sports teams arrive by bus or car through the
loading bay area to minimize problems with crowds through
other entrances. From there they are led down to the changing
rooms and relax area, or to the upper star area with a view.
Disabled visitors can enter the building from the south side and
make use of 6 elevators around the building.
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Urban Design Concepts
In accordance with the design perimeters, the exterior
area should offer opportunities for all kinds of people, as
to improve the social sustainable aspect of the area. At
the same time the facilities should encompass functions
to be used all year around, including the sunny summers,
rainy periods and cold winter. Environmental consideration should also be taken in relation to the added functions in the surroundings.
As the building is located between a promenade with nature drawn into the area on one side, and the road with
a heavily trafficked road and large buildings on the other
side, opposing atmospheres is present in the area, which
the offers of the site should also reflect.
Illustrated in the diagram to the lower right, the urban
element is drawn into the site from the north, while the
southern nature is used along the promenade. This also
compliments the more quiet, slow promenade atmosphere, while harder materials are used to the north.
To mirror the design of the building with its organic shape,
this design element is also used in the urban design contex, to merge the building with its surrounding plaza. An
inspirational photo can be seen on the top right, from
Danish architectural firm Tredje Natur’s Tåsinge Square,
illustrating the area along the promenade. Outdoor service is made from the restaurant, while bands and smaller areas of wild nature is placed around the building.
An additional strategy to make the building appear smaller is to raise the surrounding area. The inclination will
then be used seats along stairs and other various elements. Access ways to the building are also placed as to
secure direct access from the entranceways of the site.
The concept of the urban components derives from the
idea of small excavations or inclinations creating different
features, with concept sketches shown on the following
page. This also includes the ideas behind the environmental initiatives.
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In the northern area, the materials used are mainly concrete and stone, with physical activity areas such as a
round, lowered mini-soccer rink, allowing for people to
stand around the rink to observe. A larger area is also
as an urban skate facility, for bikes and skaters. These
facilities made of harder materials can, in an environmental approach, be used as areas for collection the still
increasing amount of rainwater happening in Denmark.
Since the perimeter of the northern area on the site is of
an urban context, much water needs to be collected or
led away, since the heavy use of asphalt and concrete
will prevent the ground from absorbing the rainwater.
Additionally, during wintertime, when the temperature is
lowered, the collected rainwater will make the skate park
into an outdoor ice rink.
On the southern side, the raised ground around the
building will lead the rainwater from around the southern part of the site down to the green and blue cut-in
by the promenade. The additional natural areas will also
help increase the amount of percolation of the water into
the soil.

Fig. 142
Fig. 143

Urban character

For a detailed description of these features please see
the appendix section titled ‘Stormwater Prevention’.

Heavy traffic, fast pace,
sports

The green areas and the slow and quiet atmosphere
makes the southern area more intended for picnic, walking, sun bathing and similar activities.
Bike parking is located on the north eastern part of the
site, while an bike parking facility is integrated into the
building at the main entrance area along the promenade,
to prevent bikes to be parked at various locations around
the area.

Solid materials
Water collections
from neighbourhood

Promenade
Slow pace, nature, walks

Natural materials
Permeable areas improving
storage and percolation

Fig. 144

Fig. 145
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Masterplan

Fig. 146
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Construction
The construction in the arena consist of a frame construction and a truss construction. The roof construction
is made of trusses, which spans over the arena bowl from
east to west.
The trusses are supported on the edge of the bowl, thus
are there no columns inside the bowl which improves
the viewing experience for the crowd. The truss has a
height of 5 meter and is constructed with HE360B profiles of steel S235. The construction is dimensioned to
withstand a load of 90 tons in addition to the wind load,
payload and snow load, as demanded by the competition requirements.

The illustration 147 is an example on how the construction principle with frames functions. The forces from the
roof construction is transferred to the columns on level 4. The forces from C1 is transferred to B1 beam. The
beam is supported by 2 columns C2 and C3. The force,
columns C1 is affected by is the same force as the C2
and C3 forces together. The beam transfer the force and
branches it out to column C2 and C3.

The other construction principle used in the design is the
frame construction. The changing design of each level
creates spaces and cantilevers with smaller spans. The
frame construction consist of beams and columns, create a frame, which then leads the forces down. The forces are then led down to the level below and so forth.
The level below then transfer the forces, using the frame
principle to the level beneath it. The columns used in the
arena is HE220M profiles and HE360M profiles used to
the beams. The columns and beams has been calculations simulated to find the required dimensions.
The calculation and approach can be found in the appendix under the title ‘Construction Calculation’.

C1
B1
C3

C2

The vertical forces are transfers to the ground using columns and beams. Cores, with stairs inside, elevators and
so on, handle the horizontal forces applied to the building. The cores stabilize the construction in the horizontal
direction.

Fig. 147: A example on how the frame construction functions.
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Fig. 150: A similar construction to the one used in this de-

sign proposal is in New Museum of Contemporary Art, New
York, by SANAA, as seen to the right. The building comprises of a series of irregularly stacked boxes with offset floors.
Since the building is designed as a tower the beam and columns should handle both gravity-loads as well as the lateral
loads, where the loads are not spread out into more columns
the further down the building you go. This result in large forces, which has to be supported in some areas, as seen in the
right diagram.

Fig. 149:

Fig. 148: In the center of the rigging grid is a part which can be used

for lighting and speakers during concerts, but also for larger screens and
score boards during sport events. The example seen to the left is from
Jydske Bank Boxen, Herning.

The elevators, as shown in the reference photo
bottom left, in the building functions as the staircases as a
large columns. From the upper level where the roof construction is mounted, the vertical cores run through the building
and is grounded in the basement level. Aesthetically, the elevators and staircases appear transparent on the level where
they might be used, while on other level where they will not
open apart from during emergencies, they will appear as solid
structures. This is the case for the common vertical transportation going through the VIP floor.

Fig. 154 and Fig. 155: Two different approaches has been made concerning piping. Visitor
toilets are situated along the bowl, beneath the tribunes, as seen to the left. As these are mainly
in use in a concentrated timespan during breaks major initiatives has to be made, to sustain the
excessive load. The toilets, as with the changing rooms in the basement, are connected to downpipes, running down along the tribunes lead down into the basement and out. The star rooms and
administration toilets as seen to the right, are situated above the loading bay area, with pipes leading to the walls of the loading where the downpipes are placed.

Fig. 151

Fig. 152

Fig. 153: The solid sections of the tribunes is made from prefabricated concrete elements. Multiple

manufacturers construct pre-made elements for stadia and arenas, abiding to given legislations in
the field. A Danish manifacturer, spæncom, offers elements up to about 11m, with prestressed reinforcements made to withstand a rhythmic load, created by the cheering spectators during events.
[spaencom.dk]
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Presentation

Design Presentation
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Fig. 156: East Elevation

Fig. 157: West Elevation
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Fig. 158: South Elevation

Fig. 159: North Elevation
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Fig. 160: Plan, level 00, basement, 1:500
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Fig. 161: Plan, level 01, ground floor, 1:500
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Fig. 162: Plan, level 02, 1:500
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Fig. 163: Plan, level 03, VIP, 1:500
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Fig. 164: Plan, level 04, upper floor, 1:500
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Fig. 165: Plan, level 05, roof, 1:500
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Fig. 166: Long section BB, from north to south, with looking to the west. 1:300
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Fig. 167: Short section, AA, cut from west to east, with a look
to the north. 1:300
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Conclusion
The goal for this project was to produce a functional design for a multi-functional arena situated in Ørestaden,
Copenhagen. Among the many requirements described
through the competition requirements, demand has been
made to the different types of rooms in the building serving different needs, the sustainable aspect of the building, located in a green and sustainable area, and much
more.
Through the analysis a focus developed to separate the
building design from many other contemporary competitors, which often appear as large, solid buildings, surrounded by car parks, which stands empty during closed
hours. Other cultural buildings had success in this regard
by utilizing the building shape and surroundings to merge
with the context. Either by lifts, ramps and stairs, or by
making the building shape itself a part of the surroundings.
This has been sought to be achieved by various means.
The overall shape of the building stands out, as the center
for sports and cultural possibilities in the area, by taking
the idiom of its surrounding buildings and transforming
it. This is the cubic, regular leveled expression which is
used on the levels of the arena with organic facades.
The shape continues into the surrounding landscape and
creates a connection between the ground and the building.
The cantilevers achieved by the offset floors creates plateaus with a staircase leading up through the floors on
the outside, accessible for the public. On the south eastern side is an elevator in addition to the staircase. When
arriving at the top is the possibility of walking around the
roof with view throughout Fælled and the urban area.
On the plaza, the surroundings offer different possibilities
for everybody year around. On the northern side of the
area is a more tempo-driven area, with sports and skate
parks, and on the southern side is the promenade with
wild grass and raised plateaus.

The main focus of the interior goals for the building was
to create a multi-functional building. Through the analysis, it became apparent that in order for an arena to survive, it would have to be able to adjust to the changing
times, be flexible to accommodate for multiple sports
and events, and also be fast to readjust a setup.
Part as a product of the basement, and the objective to
make the building’s dimensions seem smaller, the flexible floor was introduced. Together with the retractable
tribunes the lower levels would be able to adjust to any
kind of situation fast. This would secure its position on
the marked, where every kind of event would be able to
be introduced in the arena. From speedway to swimming
and various types of sports as handball, basketball, tennis and so on.
With only a maintenance check, and automatically readjusting the setup, a configuration could be ready in a
short amount of time. This should make the arena able
to offer events at a higher interval than its competitors.
Additionally, supported by the study trip to Jydske Bank
Boxen, Herning, the importance of being able to adjust to
the changing times, as they had experienced with sports
and experience events, was promoted yet again. Having
the floor raised to the first level, ground level, the floor
covered up to 4250 m², which is 200 m² less. Making the
bowl wider, would however remove seats from the upper
rings, creating an upper level with few seats. This would
minimize the amount of flexibility when closing off tribune
rings on days with low number of spectators.

New functions in the building, as an addition to the competition program was the official and judge facilities in the
basement, as they would also have the need to change
before and after matches. To support the many types of
events a mix zone was also implemented in the basement, which could be used for the team’s press releases,
or be closed off from the rest of the basement.
Extra additions was the fitness and relax areas for the
teams, added after experiencing the amount of areas
having these sorts of facilities, such as Gigantium, Aalborg.
In the basement, the facilities for players and event people is located close to the bowl, while storages and few
active facilities, such as the kitchen, was placed on the
outer ring of the basement, with a service corridor in between. From the service area in the basement elevators
would travel up through the floors, making it easy for staff
to get through the building without disturbing guests.
A similar division was achieved among the guests, as the
common visitors and premium visitors would enter the
building together, but then walk separate ways to their
seats. By doing this, a gradient from the inside on the
upper floor between premium and common customers
appear, with a separation at the entrance, and a mix of
people and their activities outside.

To lower the amount of manual labour even futher, in
addition to the floor lift system, during the changing of
setup, inside the floor elements was implemented seats,
which could be adjusted, in a similar matter.
Outside the bowl the areas was sought to be kept clear
of too many obstacles, as only the transit cores would
appear out in the room. The rest of the area could be
used either for different types of event, or just for regular
concourse area. Different rooms had similar functions.
The VIP boxes is adjustable for small groups in need of
one box, groups in need of three boxes or several boxes.
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Appendix
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Methodology
The Integrated Design (IDP) process has been one of the
basic method used in this project, beside other methodology. The IDP was defined by Mary-Ann Knudstrup from
Aalborg University. The IDP describes the design process
from start to end. The intention of the IDP is to create
a better connection between engineering and architecture. The field between needs to explore by using IDP
as a guideline. IDP describes the design phases and the
approach in Architecture & Design study, at Aalborg University. The design process is according to IDP divided
into the following phases: The problem formulation, the
analysis phase, the sketching phase, the synthesis phase
and the presentation phase. The e phases describes the
project from start to end, where each phase has been
used. The time used in each phases has not been equally. The required amount of time for each phases vary a
lot.
The first phase in a project is the problem formulation
phase. The project and the problem, the project is going to be working with is defined in this phase. The project field is defined and limited to some specific areas.
After the project has been defined comes the analysis
phase. Information about the actual conditions such as
the weather, the site ex. Is gathered and processed. The
analysis phase in this project consisted of 2 minor phases in the analysis phase. An initial phase where information about the site, the context, the requirements for the
project is studied and analyzed. This phase consist of
information about measureable facts as the weather, the
amount of sports arenas in Denmark, the traffic ex.
The next phase focused on measureable elements,
which has an impact on the field and perception of sport
and arenas. The tools for creating sports architecture
was gather in this phase. Furthermore was the focus on
some of the key elements and subject which had a major
impact on the project and the design of the arena.
The analysis phase include smaller study trip different
buildings and project which had some of the elements,
this particular arena could include. The study trips was to
Aalborg Gigantium, Aalborg Isarena, Jyske Bank Boxen

In Herning, Moesgaard museum in Aarhus and a visit to
the site in Copenhagen.
All the study trips gave ideas and inspiration which was
needed, before beginning the sketching phase. The intention of the sketching phase create ideas and concepts
whitout detailing it. The conclusion from the analysis
phase is the base for the sketching phase.
The sketching and creating ideas happened using different tools from analog to digital tools. Each of the tools
and approach has it pros and cons. Sketching is hand
is particular well in the start of sketching phase. Hand
sketching is fast and has no boundaries, it allows ideas
to flow and everybody can be a part of it. Sketching and
discussion ideas is a major benefit of hand sketching.
The limitation of sketching in hand is the precision of the
sketches.
Digital sketching tools as Sketchup and Rhinoceros was
through out the sketching phase. The digital sketching
tools is very effective when different ideas needs to be
tested for to be specified. Parametric modelling has been
used a lot through the project. Grasshopper, a Rhinoceros plugin has been mostly to modelling and teste different ideas. It has been used to form finding and detailing
and tesing ideas such as the design of the arena bowl.
The Arena bowl has some specific requirement it needs
to meet as fire regulations, which controls the amount of
seatings in a row. It has has furthermore been used to
calculate the C value for each of the seats. Parametric
modelling allows to test many ideas and concepts faster than using analog tools. The problem with parametric
modelling or digital sketching is that, the software can
create limitations. It can be limitation as things a software
can do ex. The software often form the though process
of the individual using the software, so the person is limited to use the specific pros and cons for the software.
Digital sketching allows to create many models and
testing ideas faster than using analog tools. The digital
sketching tool does not have a specific environment or
gravity. Every thing can be building and modelling in the
computer.

Parametric modelling and digital sketching has also been
used a lot in the next phase, the synthesis phase. The
different ideas and concepts from the sketching phase
is put together in the synthesis phase into a unity. The
precision of the digital tools is a major benefit in this
phase, where the different ideas needs to be specified
and tested. The end result of the synthesis phase is the
final product. The next phase is the presentation phase.
The ideas and the building is detailed and presented in
the best possible way for the specific project.
The IDP is an iterative process which often is not from
linear and singletracked. The different phases in IDP can
be worked on at the same time.

Problem formulation

Analysis phase

Sketching

Synthesis phase

Presentation

Fig. 168
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Wind Simulation
Autodesk Vasari has been used to investigate wind conditions in the building area. The software is developed to
investigate climatic conditions on buildings, it is intended to be used in the early stages of the design process.
The wind conditions in the Autodesk Vasari is determined
from wind measurements form different locations in the
world. The measurements used in these simulations are
from Amager.
The wind simulations has been made, with wind from different direction to investigate the wind conditions, from
a wind frequency table. The simulation has been made
without any form for vegetation.
The diagram show the wind conditions in the area under
different wind conditions. The areas marked with shows
the windy areas, while the blue areas is the sheltered from
the wind. The results clearly shows the wind conditions
on the site. The site is protected against wind from most
of the frequently directions in Ørestad. The results in the
simulations can only be used as a preliminary results.

Fig. 169
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Fig. 170:

The original shadow diagrams of architectural office Årstiderne’s masterplan of the area, taken from the local
plan. These can be found on page 72 and 73 of Lokalplan nr.398
“Ørestad Syd”, tillæg nr. 1 (2006), Københavns Kommune
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Parametric Modelling

Only drawing bending curves around the playing field, a
representation of a tribunes could be made in GH. Importing all the curves intended for tribunes, the script could
copy simple, square seats with specified dimensions,
along the curves, counting each seat on each curve and
displaying the total amount. This made it easier to ensure that the required total amount of seats was meet.
For each curve a list was generated containing all seats
on the curve. Each seat would then have its position in
the list shown in the middle of the seat in the model, the
first seat being given the number one, the second two
and so on. This made it faster to get an overview of the
amount of chairs for a given tribune, and for a given area.
Additionally, due to the restriction of having 24 seats in
one row, a warning would be displayed along with the
25th seat.
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The mentioned procedure can be seen on the GH definition to the lower right, divided into different areas of function. The definition is a snapshot in the beginning of the
process. Each component is a specific function grouped
into a purple collection performing a set of operations.
Only working in Rhino, the figure to the right shows the
curves being drawn around a part of the silhouette of the
playing field. Imported into the GH document, figure top
right shows the final result.

Fig. 171: Working model in Rhino without GH disabled

Input

The most prominent example of the use of both Rhino
and GH is during the work with the arena bowl. To ensure
a smooth workflow, not hindered by slow rendering times
when viewing the many tribunes and seats at the same
time, parametric modelling was utilized. An example of
this can be found on the concomitant CD.

Though the GH definition does not calculate the C value
of the section the most simple way, instead it follows the
equation shown earlier in the ‘Sightlines’ section of the
report, to exercise additional readability. All informations
displayed for the user.

Controls

For most parts the 3D modeling software Rhinoceros
3D (Rhino) was used for modelling during all phases of
the project, with an addition of the plug-in for parametric
modelling, Grasshopper (GH). GH functions concurrently
in the working model of Rhino, as a visual programming
language, by creating components, each symbolizing a
specific command. Connected by wires the components
can manipulate Rhino geometry and further generate
structures, pattern, calculations and geometry depending on the setup in GH. While also containing 3D geometry from Rhino components within GH can also contain
various types of algorithms including numeric, textual,
audio-visual and haptic applications. [wikipedia.org]

When a proper layout is achieved, the C value had to be
calculated in critical areas. Drawing a line beneath the
tribunes, a section through the setup would be made,
giving the intersections of the seats. From a given height
above the seats a point of the eye height is created,
which is also used to find the closest point on the playing
field. To improve readability additional sightlines can be
turned on, showing a line from each eye point to the point
along the playing field.

Fig. 172: Working model in Rhino with GH enabled

Generating tribunes

Generating and counting seats

Calculating C-values and showing sightlines
Display

Having experiences working with larger 3D models using
solid geometries for construction and building component, and experienced a lack of adaptability and flexibility, a different approach was taken in this project utilizing
parametric modelling in the design process.

Fig. 173:

GH script with line importing, having controls and
information displayed to the left. The rest creates seats on the
different tribunes, calculates C values, displays sightlines etc.

A similar workflow, utilizing curves to represent complex
geometry in 3D, was also used when working with the
building shape in addition to the arena bowl. Defining
specific layers of the file, the design could be separated
into elements as facades, solids, voids, transit points and
so on. As a tool to faster comprehend the work done to
the building, a 3D model was simulated simultaneously by GH, as the plan was being processed. From the
façade the script could move each line to the same location, move them in accordance with a predefined height
for each floor, and extrude each curve in a similar matter,
resulting in a faster 3D study of the building. This quickly
took over the role of the physical models, as the curved
surfaces was harder to cut, required longer time, and
would only happen after significant delay after changes
was applied to the plandrawings.

Fig. 174:

The image top left shows the script creating the
shape below. From plans drawn in Rhino, the facade were
moved to a central location, extruded and raised to create a
building of multiple levels.

Fig. 175: The lower image is a temporary snapshot during de-

velopment. Together with the shape the total square meters was
also calculated.
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Ground Water Level
As an additional consideration of the local natural circumstances, the ground water level also has to be examined. This is a substantial factor when considering
constructions as basements or underground parking, or
alternative technologies to the standard Danish grid, as
heat pumps among others.
It turns out that the Ørestad district is a particularly watery area with a high ground water level, close to the surface. The muddy and watery ground adds to the difficulty
and expenses when constructing new buildings in the
Ørestad area, with alternating costs of the different plots.
In some areas up to 10 percent more than other, dryer
places in Copenhagen, with a large portion of the budget
going to the construction of facilities below ground level.

If not used as a strategy, a problematic high ground water
level can also be countered using several other methods.
Frequently being used since the 1950s in Denmark, the
ground water can be cut off its possibilities of leaking
into the ground on the site, using walls functioning as a
blockade, as seen on the picture below. It is also typically
done temporarily during roadworks. This gives the option
of having a local reduction in the water level. In addition
the water can be let soaking into the construction and
removed using pumps. [mst.dk]

Fig. 176

[b.dk]

As seen on the adjacent diagram, the ground water
level differs much around the southern Ørestad, with
some places being very close to the water level, and
others having alternating distances within a small area.
The blue lines indicate the Carlsberg Fault, which runs
northwest-southeast through the southern part of the
area. The fault zone is a zone in the underground, consisting of limestone being displaced both vertically and
horizontally, resulting in a fault where the limestone has
been crushed. Due to the space the crushed stones the
stratum becomes particularly water-bearing. The red dot
marks the project site, which has about 1.5-2.5 meters to
the ground level. [Copenhagen Arena 14 Site Information]
As mentioned, the high water level does not have to be
only a negative factor when building in a watery area
as Ørestaden. The local Copenhagen Towers has taken
benefit of the situation, trying to incorporate the water
level into the building design. During the summer, water
will be pumped up from the underground and cool down
180 000m² of hotel rooms and offices in the three towers. 400m³ of 15°C cool water will be pumped up every
hour and exits the building into a heat well, heating the
building up with a heat pump. This installation should
supposedly help save 30-40% of the overall energy consumption in the building. [ing.dk]
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Retractable Tribunes
Today many cultural buildings with tribunes, stands and
seats in different levels make use of retractable seating
constructions to achieve a higher degree of adaptability.
This has been used in indoor arenas, auditoriums, theaters and even outdoor stadiums for many years. The following paragraph is made to create an overview of the
different possibilities today, and the extent hereof.
At its opening the Aloha Stadium in Honolulu, Hawaii,
USA, designed by Luckman Partnership, had four movable sections allowing for configurations suited for baseball, American football, soccer or concerts. The four
different 7000 seat tribunes could be reconfigured into
various setups forming diamond shapes for baseball
and soccer, oval for football or a triangle configuration
for concerts. This had been utilized since its opening in
1975, but after more than 30 years in use, the tribunes
was permanently locked into football configuration due
to the cost. Since each move would cost 18 000 to 20
000 USD, the old system got locked into place. [hawaiiath-

Additionally, mobile retractable tribunes is also prominent in various indoor multi-functional culture facilities.
For further examples, see the case studies concerning
Gigantium or Jydske Bank Boxen. One of these manufactures is Figuras, offering stand structure constructed
to bear a load of 500 kg/m². With steel columns and extruded aluminum platforms the structure becomes rigid
and fixed when locked, while being able to retract over
delicate surfaces without causing damage, such as parquet floors. The opening and closing can be fully automatic by two different sliding systems. Either by a chain
connecting the first stand to a small motor behind the
tribunes, or via pulling carriages located within the first
stand. Folding of the seats can be done both manually and automatically, and does not require any specific
maintenance operations, except for annual safety inspection of a control box, and structural components.
[figuras.com]

Telescopic
Telescopic
Tribune System
TelescopicTribune
TribuneSystem
System

Fig. 178: Only handled by a single person, the 20 row
and 80 meter long SuperBest tribune can be fully extended within an hour. [virklund-sport.dk]

letics.com] [honoluluadvertiser.com]

Today the technology has improved greatly and is neither as costly, extensive or time consuming as 30 years
ago. In 2009 Parken, Denmark opened up for its new
retractable tribunes which would be the world's largest.
The SuperBest tribune, which can be seen on the adjacent pictures, is 80 meters long, 20 rows deep and can
accommodate 3000 people. The tribune is driven by a
single electric motor yielding 2.5 kilowatt. The motor
is running a horizontal axle, driving a large chain, much
like a scaled bicycle chain with 25 and 30 cm large segments, pulling the tribunes grounded on series of small
wheels. This is done by a single person in about 30 minutes. Together with a larger renovation of the premium
spectator areas, the system is provided by Orbicon. [ing.

3.3.

3.

dk] [orbicon.dk]

Fig. 179: The SuperBest tribune in Parken, Copenhagen, has a capacity of 4000, 3000 on the retractable part.
The tribune is the world’s largest retractable tribune. [strin-

Fig. 180: Technical drawing of how the teleskopic tribunes from manufacturer Figuras is retracted.

gent-cph.dk]
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The Spiral Lift System
A result of having a sports arena with a high demand of
flexibility and multi-functionality internally, required for
the centrally located floor inside the arena hall, to provide as high volatility as possible. This central element
became the link between the low basement, which level
is intended for sport, while ground level is made for concerts and exhibitions and shows. Even though economy
has not been a controlling factor throughout the design
process, the general purchase cost and amount of maintenance has still been an element for consideration.
Similar cases
A place where a similar flexible and changeable floor is
found, though in a lesser scale, is at the Hale Centre Theatre, West Valley City, UT, USA. The round shaped stage
is separated into several elements that can create levels
by either raising or lowering the platforms. This is used
for creating unique acting possibilities for various theater
plays. In addition to be able to raise and lower pieces, the
central platform is also able to rotate. A further development into a complex constitution, from a system known
to be used in theaters since 1870s. [hypermart.net]
An even larger and more complex structure can be found
at Wynn Las Vegas, also known as Wynn, a luxury resort and casino located on the Las Vegas Strip in Paradise, Nevada, USA. The first production show to open
was Le Rêve, the dream. The show makes use of the
same kind of round central stage, with adjustable stage
pieces, and a rotating central piece. Part of their large
stage setup can be seen on the middle photo to the
right. In addition to the many lifts, another element is introduced to the stage, the element of 4 million liters of
waters in and around the platforms. [lasvegassun.com]
The picture below is showing the extensive mechanic installation for the lifts to function, while an additional significant concern clearly has to be the use of fountains
and flooded pools around the central piece.

The Spiral lift
The provider behind the lift system in Hale Centre Theater, Gala Systems, is also the manufacturer selected for
the chosen floor lift solution in this project. Other lifting
technologies has been considered, but as hydraulic lifts
or cross-supported lifts requires too much unnecessary
space in comparison, the choice fell on their patented,
innovative lift solution.

center piece is rotatable.

As shown on the following page, a single column is made
out of two parts; a continuous flat, toothed, spring of
stainless steel, inserted into a vertical, perforated, spring
of stainless steel (1). Separated the two spirals form a
flat disk, or a small, compressed tube, but when joined,
then two form a growing spiraling tube consisting of an
I-shaped cross section, resulting in a stable column (2).
The horizontal tooted element interlocking with the vertical, perforated element, can be seen the adjacent page,
in the lower right corner.
In the bottom of the column is a drum-shaped rotor (38), containing a structural bearing mechanism shaped
in as a helix. When the rotor rotate, support wheels (5)
attached to the rotor, lift the horizontal spring into place.
The horizontal spring (6) is pushed up, while the vertical
spring is pulled into the mechanism, interlocking the two.
The column is held in places by a bearing element in the
bottom (4). These wheels continue to provide support for
the column and its load.

Fig. 182: The stage installation in Wynn, Las Vegas, is
much larger than at Hale Centre Theatre and has included fountains and large pools.

The horizontal, toothed band is stored at the base of the
assembly, as seen on the bottom part of picture 8, while
the unused, vertical band is stored in the central, rotating
magazine, in the middle. A chain drive (8) is attached to a
toothed part of the rotor, as seen in the lower, black part
of picture 7. A small motor pulls the chain drive, much
like the principle in a bike, making the mechanism rotate,
and the column go up or down.
This mechanism is frictionless, and requires no lubricant
and is therefore odor-less, while being non-corrosive. As
the mechanism functions relatively slowly, the system is
silent, not disturbing the event happening above. [galainfo.
com] [youtube.com, 1] [youtube.com, 2]
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Fig. 181: The central scene in Hale Centre Theatre. The

Fig. 183: The machinery below the installation in Wynn,
is much more complicated than the required setup in the
project design.

1

5

Fig. 185: The above image shows the space required for a simple vertical floor lift system. The motor and installation is bolted
directly onto the concrete floor.

Data sheet
The following page shows the data sheet containing the
different possible types of lifts from the manufacturer.
A particular model has been chosen for this scenario, but
is only chosen as an example. The difference between
the product selections varies in height, diameter of the
column, static load, speed, lifting capabilities, speed,
space requirement and lifting efficiency. Most, which fulfill the requirements, needed in the design.

2

6

The chosen model is ILR250-MN6, featuring a maximum
height of 8.25m, where the product selection varies between 1.6m to 12.2m. Since the event floor is situated
in ground Level, the lifts need to have a given height,
whereas the lowest lifts can be discarded. The maximum
height of the lifts is 12.2m, which is achieved by the model ND18, but was not selected due to the columns high
diameter.
Further specifications for the chosen model is a lifting
capability of 4450daN, corresponding to 44.5kN, has a
static load of 8900daN, or 89kN. The model can be extended 8.25m, which requires a technical shaft beneath
the platforms to be at least 785 mm high. The floor can
extent with a speed of 30.5cm/s.

3

7

Fig. 186: The chain drive, as shown in the above photo, is connected to a small motor which makes the two elements rotate
and combine into a single column.

Fig. 187: The photo below show how the column is bolted to
the carried platform. The system is fixed directly to the concrete
floor in a similar fashion. The teeth on the horizontal element
ensures a stable and locked joining with the vertical element.

Fig. 184

4

8
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Fig. 189
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Surfaces And Foundations
- For Ice Hockey and Handball
The way the technology behind an ice hockey rink functions is much like a common refrigerator just in a much
larger scale. This has some implications with the materials of the surface, and a large emphasis has to be put
on how to insulate an arena to prevent evaporation. An
outdoor ice rink is constructed in a similar way, but with
significant variations from the stationary arena.

Stationary ice rink
As seen on the adjacent figure, an indoor ice rink is constructed from multiple layers. An antifreeze agent, brinewater, is cooled down to about -9°C in a local chiller and
distributed by the large tubes A. From the distribution
tubes, the brinewater is pumped into smaller tubes B
within a concrete slab C. This concrete slab functions as
the floor where other types of playing fields can be built
upon, but is cooled down to about 0°C during ice hockey
setup. Below the concrete floor is a layer of insulation
E and an additional layer of concrete F. The insulation
keeps the rest of ground from freezing, expanding and
cracking. As with other typical constructions, the foundation is built upon a layer of sand and gravel G, with a
groundwater drain.
To defrost the skating surface, the brinewater is heated
and pumped through the ice-bearing concrete slab. This
heats the under layer of the ice, making it easier to break
up and remove with front-end loaders. [howstuffworks.com]
[everything-ice.com, 1]

Temporary ice rink
A temporary ice rink can be set up on the street and used
for public skating during the winter, or in halls not primarily designed for ice hockey. This requires the setup to be
fast, adaptable and easy to manage.
A typical outdoor ice rink, either for ice hockey or for
public skating, can be constructed on top of every kind
of surface from cobblestone to dirt. To prevent leakage a
plastic cover is first spread on ground. The rink is encircle
by a small mound, e.g. made of sand, and a similar system to the stationary ice rink is set up. A mobile freezing
unit pumps an antifreezing agent into a large distribution

tube which again further distribute the coolant into smaller tubes, which covers the field. This happens while water is sprayed on top of the installation.
[everything-ice.com, 2][ice-world.com]

The project setup
As the event floor of the project design is not a stationary
concrete slab, the procedure as first mentioned cannot
be used. The setup is that of a temporary ice rink, resulting in ice hockey field being installed as a temporary
ice rink.
Everything Ice is the developer of a new kind of temporary ice rink setup, where the use of sand and painting
on the ice, as used at other venues, are not needed. This
new kind of piping system should be fast to install with a
required time of setup reduced to one-third of the ordinary. [arenawatch.org] [everything-ice.com, 2]

Fig. 190

As shown on the adjacent diagram, the floor will be covered in plastic to prevent leakage. From the cooling unit
antifreezing agent will be pumped into the large tubes,
placed directly under the seats. The smaller, flexible
pipes can be rolled out onto the playing field, boards are
installed around the rink, the field being filled with water,
and the piping system can then freeze the water, as before mentioned. 12-24 hours after a complete setup the
ice will be completely frozen and the playing field will be
ready for use, without problems of leaks. [ice-world.com]
The tools needed for this setup can be seen on the next
page. An additional diagram is also shown on the following page from a competing developer with a similar
system. The small pipes are bundled in layers, opposite
to the chosen product, which comes in rolls, and can be
rolled out onto the playing field. However the diagram is
descriptive of the approach.

Board

Floor element

Ice level

Piping
Insulation

Floor element

Fig. 191
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Fig. 192: Larger black tubes distribute the coolant into

Fig. 194: When the rink has been set up, and the pipes

Fig. 196: Isolating mats are put right on top of the ice.

Fig. 198: A typical handball setup with a permanent

the smaller flexible, white pipes. When placed, each part
of the large tube is joined, and then ready for use.

has been laid out, the rink is filled with water.

An additional floor can be placed on top of the mats and
concerts, trade exhibitions or another sports match can
be held on top of the ice.

wooden floor with variants of lines for different sports.

Fig. 193: From production the system are rolled around

Fig. 195: The rubber pipes are joined in the ends in

Fig. 197: A small truck loads the mats off on the ice, and

Fig. 199: Arena having a synthetic floor, which quickly

the larger distribution tube to minimize storage space
and improve handeling. When installed each element is
simply rolled out on the playing field.

pairs. Different lengths of pipes can ensure colling in various shaped rinks.

the mats are connected without additional tools.

can be installed or removed. The lines are specific for
this particular sport, with simple colours to specify field
zones.
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Changing setup
During periods where many shifts between e.g. ice hockey and handball is necessary, for example during game
seasons, the ice does not have enough time to melt or
freeze between the different games. This makes it harder
to change a setup from ice hockey to handball back to
ice hockey within the time needed. In that case, arenas
tend to build the handball field directly on top of the ice
hockey setup to save time, as seen on the previous page,
with tribune layout as in ice hockey.

Fig. 200: Above photo shows the plastic underlayment
in a similar system, which protects the floor from leakage
and melting ice.

The boards around the ice hockey rink is removed, and
isolating mats is put directly on top of the ice. The mats
are interlocked to prevent evaporation, which can be
done within 2 hours and without the use of any types of
tools. The handball floor can now be set up, removed after the match, and the arena can continue with ice hockey matches. In Raleigh arena, North Carolina, USA, home
to the ice hockey team Carolina Hurricanes, the conversation from ice hockey to basketball setup is done in a
similar fashion, which takes six to eight hours to complete. [arenaflooring.com] [howstuffworks.com]

Handball setup
As with ice hockey the composition of the surface is of
high priority, as e.g. a concrete floor would be too solid
and hard to walk, run and jump on. When playing handball, a surface with a combination of point and area resilience is preferable. Typically this can be achieved by
using a wooden sports floor which will always be area
resilient and as hard as the wood itself.

Fig. 201: To the right is a diagram showing the workflow
of installing a similar product, from a competing company, called Ice-World. This product consist of metal pipes,
which are connected by small, flexible plastic tubes. The
metal pipes are arranged together, into sheets which can
be folded to minimize the space required for storage.
Similar to the chosen product of the project, the sheets
are unfolded onto a plastic cover, connected in the ends
by a larger tube, sprinkled with water and cooling liquid
will freeze the water.

Another option is a synthetic sports floor, which may be
given area resilience but additionally be made of a lightly
point-resilient material, so that a combination of the two
properties is achieved, appropriate for the handball floor.
Together with the underlying floor, the mobile sports floor
can hereby meet the standardizations and guidelines
from the industry, as with the wooden floor, for required
shock absorption, reflection, sliding property, deformation etc. A mobile, synthetic floor can even have its own
colour, as shown on the adjacent page, individual properties for each type of game floor and so on. [handball.ee]
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Movable
Seating Systems
To ensure a high flexibility and to prevent employees of
the arena having to put up chairs manually on the floor for
the different event, a simple automatic system was chosen, to store rows of seats directly in the floor elements.
Few manufacturars offer similar solutions, but the company Figueras was chosen because of their long list of
references, with many specific project case studies and
variety of solutions.
To the right is three cases, the first being Heydar Aliyev
Congress Center, Gabala, Azerbaijan, designed by Metex
Design Group. A conference centre with a similar system as seen in this project. The 930m² conference rooms
can appear completely empty, leaving a blank floor to
be used for different events, but with a system of hidden
rows of chairs underneath the floor. An optional amount
of rows can be revealed, depending on the specific event
and the amount of guests. In total 1 200 seats are hidden
by the automatic system, which can be set up in about 5
minutes. [figueras.com, 1]
The middle example is a more complicated setup, with
a fixed setup in the back, and a multi-functional floor in
the front, located in Cornell University, Ithaca, USA, designed by OMA. The hall is a 14 000 m² complex containing student areas, work studios, meeting rooms, and a
multipurpose auditorium, joining three previously separated departments. As the auditorium needed to serve as
both a teaching space and a meeting room for university
trustees, the front space required chairs that could be
quickly removed, with an additional built-in writing tablet that could be stored automatically. To serve different
layouts the chairs can rotate and form various constellations. [figueras.com, 2]
In Museo de la Evolución Humana, Burgos, Spain, by
Juan Navarro Baldeweg, the front of the seating area
consist of circular floor elements, which can be raised
and lowered by a floor system, similar to the solution
chosen in this project. Instead of having the chairs hidden directly in the floor element, the row of seats are
attached to the floor element with a hook. If the setup

1

1

1

2

2

2

has to be changed to provide an empty floor, the floor
element is lowered to a lower level, the hook raises, releasing the row of chairs, as the row is moved into the
following floor element. The hook is lowered into the floor
element again, only showing the flat metal mark top of
the hook on the floor, leaving an empty floor. [youtube.com]
[figueras.com, 3]

3

3

3

The Mutasub system by Figueras, which is used in the
first example, and also on the two left pictures on the
adjacent page, is made to offer multipurpose hall characteristics by storing the seat rows inside the hall floor,
resulting in maximum, partial or seating-free layouts.
Supported on a highly rigid aluminium bar on an underlying support base, it allows for individual and sequential
folding of seat rows, as seen in the different examples
on these two pages. The supporting bar ensures minimal
bending when the chair is in use, as if the seat rested
directly on a solid floor. [figueras, 4]

4

4

4

As the Mutasub system can be either automatic or manual, an automatic system can be controlled from the arena
control room, or wirelessly from inside the bowl, allowing
for a more sporadic testing of seating setups. Maintenance can also be supervised from the control room, as
detectors monitors the seating system, alerting when
errors occurs. No further maintenance operations are
required, except for safety inspections which happens
annually. [figueras, 4]
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17.7"
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37.4"
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mutasub mod.6032 flex

mutasub mod.6061 flex

Fig. 202: The left most figure on the adjacent page is

75

90

29.5"

35.4"

use sequence with mod.6032 flex

Fig. 203: The center figure on the adjacent page is from

13.8"

35

Heydar Aliyev Congress Center, Gabala, Azerbaijan, designed by Metex Design Group, with a similar seating
system as chosen in this project.

the auditorium of Cornell University, Ithaca, USA, designed by OMA. The chairs shown can be automatically
hidden, rotate and even has a hidden drawing tablet.

mutasub mod.5067

35

33.5"

43.3"

3.

75

95

29.5"

37.4"

13.8"

shows how the above figure works. Supporting various
types of design the chairs are hidden in the floor element
taking up a minimum of space underneath the floor.

110

mutasub mod.5069

35

Fig. 208 and Fig. 209: The two figures to the right

85

13.8"

Fig. 207: The upper right series of pictures are from a
presentation video by Figueras. The figure shows part of
the system which allows the chairs from the auditorium
at Cornell University to be raised from the floor storage.
A hydralic arm raises the cover, the chairs flip up and the
cover closes the gap.

28"

mutasub mod.5064

Fig. 205 and Fig. 206: Teatros Canal, teatro from Madrid, Spain, shown on the left, is a modern theatre with
telescopic stands for configurable setups on the lower
area of the tribunes while the upper levels has corridors
with rows of automaticly folded seats. When hidden, the
floor is left bare, while the chairs can be raised from the
floor in pairs of two accommodating disabled people
with a companion or similar situations.

95
37.4"

13.8"

Spain, designed by Juan Navarro Baldeweg has a similar, but deeper, floor lift system. The rows of chairs can
not be flipped and hidden beneath the floor as the previous examples, but is moved down together with the floor,
lifted from their base and pulled into the adjacent floor
element, leaving an empty floor, which can be raised or
lowered.

35

Fig. 204: Museo de la Evolución Humana, Burgos,

71

mutasub mod.5071
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Fire Safety
The fire regulations requirements is made according to
the Danish Building regulations. The fire requirements is
used as a guideline. The fire requirement for a building in
this scale is based on the function of the building and an
individual evaluation is made for each building. These following requirements is used as guidelines in the project.
The fire requirements for a building, is that the building
is design a certain way thus the evacuation of the people inside can happen fast and easy. The evacuation can
happen through escape routes to the outside or to a safe
place in the building. A safe place is defined as a place,
where people can stay, with protection from the fire, and
possibility to be evacuation to the terrain or outside.
According to the fire regulation, can a building can consist of many fire sections. The building needs to consist
of many sections to prevent the fire from spreading from
the starting points. The design of the fire section must
allow it to be completely closed off from the other sections. A fire section need to prevent the fire from spreading in a given amount of time.
For prevent the fire from spreading further, is a fire section subdivided into fire cells. A fire cell is many cases
separate room or smaller amount of rooms. The building
regulation recommend fire cells to be grouped after categories of applications thus a fire cell consist of room
with the same use. [BR Kap 5.5.2]

Escape routes
The routes connecting cells and section is defined as escape routes, which is required to be easy to identify and
use. The escape routes need to have a clarity, so it is
easy to find and navigate through without any knowledge
of the design of the plan. Dimensioning of the escape
routes should happen after the amount of people using it,
the minimum width is 1300mm. The escape routes needs
to open in the escape direction. [bygningsreglement 2010, kapitel 5.2, stk. 2.]
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Arena Bowl
The arena bowl is designed to meet the fire requirements
for event centers, because there is no specific requirements for a multipurpose arena. The fire requirements for
the seating areas is the same arenas and event centers
with seats.
The amount of fire escapes is determined by the total
amount of people the arena bowl. There must be a 1cm
for each person passing through the escape route. The
escape door needs to be 150cm if 150people is walking
through it.
The minimum distance between seats row, from back
to back, needs to be 800mm and the min. seat width is
500mm from seat center point to seat center point according to the fire regulations for event centers.[Beredskabsstyrelsen; 2008]

Max. 12 continuous seat rows interruption by passageway. If the seat row exceeded. The passageway demands and controls the amount allowed seats. Max. 12
seats pr. Access way for a seat row is allowed. . If the
row has access way on both side, is it allow to maximum
have 24 seats.
Fire truck roads
A fire truck needs to have access to the building in case
of fire. Fire roads on the site needs to allow the fire truck
to come close as possible to the building. The road dimension vary from 3-4m wide. The road needs to have a
hard surface, which allows a truck to drive on.

Time Exit Analysis
The Time exit analysis(TEA) is used a preliminary calculation to find out how fast an arena can be emptied under fire. The analysis is based on the design for the plan
solution, primary the route from the seats to exits and the
amount of people sitting in different areas of the arena.
The requirements for how fast a sports facility needs to
be emptied vary from country to country.
The exit time for Denmark is not given. To have an idea
about the time, is 8 min used, which is the max. exit time
in United Kingdom. [Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds]
The TEA is based on studies of many people that can
move in different situation like on a straight path, stairways, Ramps in 1min on a 600mm wide element. The
amount of people moving under the different sitation can
be seen on illustration 210
The Time Exit Analysis calculations procedure is following: The worst case senerio in therm of seats is found in
the arena. The amount if people sitting in the area and
the distance to the nearest exit is found.The Length for
stairs, ramps, straight path on the route to the exists is
found. For each time, there is objects on the route like
pathway, stairs, and ramps ex. the total width of each
divided with 600mm, which is one unite. This gives a idea
of how many people can move through the different objects.
The illustration 210 shows the total amount of people
moving through the objects pr. Unites in 1min. Each objects time is calculated and the total exit time is found by
adding them all together. The total amount of time can
not exceed 8min. If the time is exceeded, needs the plan
to be changed. The dimension of the different objects,
like length and width can be changed until the total time
is obtained.

Fig. 210
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Construction calculations
The Roof construction in the arena has a few requirement it needs to meet as how load it can take. As earlier
described does the roof construction need loads from
60-90Tons. The performance area needs to take 90tons
while the roof over the spectator areas needs to take
60tons

The form factor is determined using DS/EN 1991-1-42007. The form and the height of the element has an impact on the form factor.
The form factor for the arena is 6.2.
The wind load for the wind from west, can now be calculated.

There has been made calculation and rough calculations
of constructions elements, with the purpose dimension
them thus the elements can absorb the force.
The wind load for east wind is 0.288kN.
The forces which affect the roof construction is snowload, windload and load from events. The roof construction needs to each handle 90 and 60 Ton equipment from
different events, inside the arena. The
The impact from the equipment is from events is calculated. The calculation is made for the max. weight 90tons.
The 90tons needs to be spread out as 1500kg pr. 4 m. T

The forces is applied as point load. The roof construction
is furthermore affect by snow and wind load. The windload is determined using rough calculations from Statik
og Konstruktiv forståelse (Peder Gammel)
The wind conditions and wind speed is affect by the
context, the building is located in. The arena is located
in the city. The wind speed is determined using a graph
from Statik og konstruktiv forståelse. [Gammel, 2010 1]
The characteristic max. wind speed is 0.6kN/m2. A reduction factor is added to the wind speed, for the wind
direction. Wind simulation from earlier show, that most
of the wind came from the west. The reduction factor for
wind from west is 1. The wind load can be found using
the follow equation.

The snow load is also calculated using rough calculation [Gammel, 2010]. The roof is calculated as a flat roof.
The snow load is determined by adding the characteristic
with the length of the roof. The snow load for the roof is
0.3kN/m
The ownweight is applied further on in the procces, when
the design of the roof construction is determined.
The calculated loads can first be used further calculations
when load combination is applied. The load combination
vary in term of the use. The relevant load combination is
found in Eurocode 0 [SBI; 2009]. The load combination
vary for the use of the building and the dominant forces
applied to the construction. The consequence class for
the arena is determined to be CC3[SBI; 2009], which applies for buildings with high risk of human loss in case of
failure in the construction.
The load combination vary according to the use of the
calculation and the dominant forces. The characteristic
load values is used when calculating SLS. The following load combination is used when calculating ULS. The
load combination [Teknisk ståbi p. 165] for dominating
payload is:

Kfi = 1,1 which is determined by the consequence class.
Q is the payload, W is windload and S the snowload.
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Roof construction of Jyske Bank Boxen
The roof construction of Jyske Bank Boxen has been
investigated furthermore to get a better understanding
of how the construction can be in a multipurpose arena.
Jyske Bank Boxens roof construction consist of a truss
with a span on 98m and 7m high. The bottom and top
chord is made out of HEB360 Profiles of the steel S355.
The diagonal chord is made of circular profiles. The distance between each of the truss is 10m and each truss is
designed to take a load of 30tons. The roof construction
in this project needs to three times as much, as Jyske
Bank boxens roof construction. [Byggeplads.dk]

Karamba Studies
Preliminary studies of the roof construction is made using
parametric modelling, to develop the form and dimension of the roof construction. The plugin Karamba and
grasshopper for Rhinoceros has been used to develop
the roof design. The roof construction have been modelled parametrically in grasshopper with many different
variable as the height, curvature ex, to control the design
of the construction. Karamba is a plugin to grasshopper
which allows to make finite element calculation and optimization of the construction. The results from karamba
is prelimarniy and used as a point of departure for the
Autodesk Robot calculations. Autodesk Robot is another
finite element software used to calculate constructions.
The results of the Autodesk Robot is more precise than
Karamba.
The dimension of Jyske Bank Boxens construction has
been modelled in Karamba, and modified to meet the requirements for this project. The longest span of the construction is 90m instead of 98 as in Jyske Bank Boxen.
The loads on the construction has been changed to meet
the requirement for this project. The Karamba model is
used to make investigation of the structure. The result as
the deformation is compared to the max. allowed deformation, calculated using general estimations from Teknisk Ståbi. The max. deformation for a roof construction
with a span of 90 is 450mm. The max. Allowed deformation is used as requirements, the new roof construction
design needs to meet.

Fig. 211: The middle area of the space truss system in
Jydske Bank Boxen, large enough to support technical
walk ways. The rigging grid is placed below.

Fig. 212: The structure of Jyske Bank Boxen under construction.

Study 01
The purpose of this study is to find the dimension of the a
rough dimension for the truss design. HEB360 is used to
the whole construction. The only variable which is being
changed in this study is the height of the beam.
Fig. 213

Fig. 217

Fig. 214

Fig. 218

Fig. 215

Fig. 219

Fig. 216
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Study 02
The earlier study showed big changes in the deformation,
for each changes in the height. The biggest deformation
happened in the center of the truss The deformation
happed after the moment curve for this particular setup.
The moment is highest on the center and lower in the
ends of the Drage. The Moment curve is used as a design
parameter in this study, where the shape of the drage is
changed to fit the moment curve. The drage is highest in
the middle and lower on the ends. The end height is the
only varialble which is changed in this study. The rest of
the setup is similar to study 01.
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Fig. 220

Fig. 225

Fig. 221

Fig. 226

Fig. 222

Fig. 227

Fig. 223

Fig. 228

Fig. 224

Fig. 229

Finite Element
The studies from Karamba has been used as a design
tool for the design and development for the roof construction and the design of the overall roof level. The
different studies, both form and structure studies led to
a final design for the roof and the roof construction. A
flat roof has the same design as the rest of the different
levels.
The Karamba studies was used as a preliminary studies to find a rough dimension and form of the roof construction. The results from Karamba has since then been
transferred to Autodesk Robot to make more precise calculations using Finite element method.
The Robot structure model is made of HE360B profiles
made of steel S275.
The deformation in Robot was 183mm, which is much
smaller than the allowed 450mm, with different load
combination, applied from Autodesk Robot. The ratio
analysis in Robot shows that most of the construction
can with take the applied forces. The numbers indicate
how good each element are dimensioned. The ratio is an
indication of how much force each element can absorb.
A ratio on zero is an over dimensioned element, while
a ratio on one or above indicates failure in the element.
The highest ratio of two elements has a ratio of 0.83 and
0.84, which is on the edge of the allowed. A change to
stronger steel or bigger profiles will lower the ratio. The
roof construction can be optimized furthermore by using
different profiles.

The forces from the roof construction needs to be transferred into the ground by columns, thus the columns
needs to be dimensioned to handle the amount of force
from the roof construction.
Each of the columns bearing the roof construction need
to resist the forces from the roof. The results from Autodesk Robot shows that each of the truss Is affected a
force on 970kN. The forces from the truss is transferred
to the columns, which bear the truss. The forces is divided in 2, which mean each of the 2 columns bearing one
truss, is affect by 485kN.

Before the calculation can be made, needs the load reducing factor to be calculated. The slenderness for the
column affect the load reducing factor, which can be calculated by:

The strength of a beam can be found by using the:

The profil HE320M is choosen.
The length of the columm is ls in mm, which in this example is 8300mm. I is the inertia of the profile and e is 1.
The profile HE220M is chosen.
The slenderness for the profile is:

The columns need to be dimension thus they can with
take the forces without collapsing. The following equation
is used to calculate the dimension of the two columns
bearing a truss. The calculation is made by choosing a
profile, and calculating the profiles bearing capacity. If
the profiles bearing capacity is equal or larger than the
applied force, is the column profile able to absorb the
forces.

The max. moment as the beam is affected by is found.
X is found using a graph from Eurocode 3DS/EN 1993
FU:2009. Χ is approximately 0.29
The bæreevne for HE220M is:
A HE360M beam absorb the forces from the column
without it breaks.
The column is affected by 485000N, which means the
column with the length of 8300 can be used to absorb
the forces from the roof.

Fed is the force affecting the column in N
x is a load reducing factor.
A is the areal of the cross section of the profile used for
the column in mm2
Fy I is the materials yield stress in MPa
is a partial coefficient is normally 1.2 for normal
control class.

Beam Calculation
Calculation for beams has been made to find a beam
which can take the forces from the columns, which transfer the forces from the roof constructions.
The max. allowed deformation for the beam is found
using a rough calculation from Teknisk Ståbi. The max.
allowed displacement depend on the length of the element. The length of the element is 10m.
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Stormwater Prevention
Some of the areas from the competition program is both
a sustainable focus on the area, but also including strategies of dealing with sudden and large quantities of rainwater.
Due to the continued global climate changes, the local
climate will change in the different countries around the
world, which will also affect Denmark. The temperature
will increase, winds and storms will increase in force and
the amount of downpour will increase similarly. This affects drainage systems and puts the local sewers on a
heavy load, as seen on several occasions, which will only
increase in occurrence and further result in a strained
service grid and material damage. [klimatilpasning.dk]
Scenarios
As an example of sudden and heavy downpour happened
in early September 2014, in the Danish city of Skjern. Locally some areas reported up to 70 millimeter of rain in a
short period of time, resulting in flooded buildings, roads
and areas of land, damaging infrastructure and properties. A situation the emergency force had problems handle due to the severity of the event. The cloudburst made
the local river and lakes overflow their banks and the water inside the urban areas couldn’t be pumped away from
buildings, which led to further flooding. [jv.dk] [dr.dk]
A similar scenario has happend on multiple occasion
in Aalborg and Nørresundby where heavy storm has
pushed the limits for the capacity of Limfjorden, resulting
in flooding on both sides of the Fjord, as shown on the
adjacent picture. During several storms in 2011, the water level raised 1.2 meters in a short period of time, pushing the sewers to their limits. Even though these events
happened close to larger streams, the problem might occur in Ørestaden also. As smaller creeks run through the
area, the large urban area with stone pavements might
also put a strain on the sewage structure in the area, and
as drainage happens in the small creeks, a similar pressure will be put on those, as seen in both Skjern and
Aalborg/Nørresundby. Combined with an area with a high
ground water level, as mentioned in the appendix section
named “Ground Water Level”, the ground will have further difficulties absorbing the rainwater. [tv2nord.dk]
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To meet these circumstances initiatives has been made
to counteract the extreme situations, as close to the
source as possible, which means that the sewers and regional rainwater diversion systems will not be put under
extensive pressure.
The strategies
In Denmark, these strategies are typically divided into
different categories depending on their approach. This
can be either procedures to delay the emission into the
ground, as seen in the top left picture on the adjacent
page. Series of basins along roads can help spread out
the load of the downpour, into a greater area, while also
delaying the percolation. Additionally this setup also
works as an aesthetic element in the area.
Another strategy is using element in a construction to
help emission into the ground, contrary to roads and
paths, made of e.g. asphalt, which shields the underlying ground from the water, leading the rainwater to be
collected in undesirable areas. An example of this can
also be seen in the bottom left picture on the adjacent
page. Stones are laid out with a small gap, which will let
rainwater drain into the ground locally.

Fig. 230: The harbour front of Nørresundby has multiple time been under water. Twice in
2011 the water on the promenade was in direct connection with the sea level. The harbour
front has since been reinforced with a higher embankment.

A combination is the middle left picture, where the bike
lains are used as transportation for the massive amount
of rainwater. The rainwater is lead out into permeable
tubes where the rain will be stored and percolation delayed. In a similar way is the strategy of evaporation able
to contain the rainwater locally, until the rain stops, the
temperature raises and the stored rainwater evaporates
from the ground, trees and plants. This is typically seen
in green roofs.
Another element is the procedure of transporting the
rainwater away, or between elements through pipes,
trenches and trough.
Finally is the strategy of improving the water outflow by
cleaning it through different types of filters and installations before leading it out into the nature. This can be
layers of sand, mould and other types of filters. [laridanmark.dk, 1]

Fig. 231: In Skjern, in 2014, heavy material damage occurred, with damaged buildings and
infrastructure.

Fig. 235

Fig. 232: Series of connected bassins in Gladsaxe
stores rainwater and delays the percolation, while being
an aesthetic element along the roads.
Cases
The following paragraph will briefly show two Danish
projects, where the previous strategies has been implemented and used as a design feature in their project, as
references of the approach used in the project. The first
is represented on the two visualizations in the upper right
corner.

Fig. 233: Ikast-Brande municipality uses a new type of
permeable concrete pipe where rainwater is collected by
the bike lains and lead into the pibes, storing the water,
letting it pass through gradually.

Fig. 234: Different types of pavement can delay percolation of the rainwater, while using urban elements as
storage, such as plazas, playground, lowered bike lanes
and footpaths.

many facilities in the park, it also hosts a concrete skate
park.
The skate park facility combines a temporary storage
with a drainage system, to store extreme downpour from
the surroundings, with a recreational urban landscape.
The whole area is part of an initiative called MUSICON,
promoting cultural and sports facilities.

The largest facility in Denmark handling extreme cases of
downpour is the 200 000m² large grounds of Gladsaxe
Sportscenter. The idea behind this area is to relieve the
local water system, since the sports grounds are located
on top of a large regional system, but at the same time
offer an area meant for sport activities which will tie the
sports grounds together. It is the utility company Nordvand, together with Gladsaxe municipality, Gladsaxe
Sportscenter and Bisgaard Landskabsarkitekter among
others, which has come together to create this symbiosis
of play and extreme weather precautions. [klimatilpasning.dk]

The skate park consist of three different basins containing up to 23,000 m³ of water, fully integrated into the local water canal system and built to hold rainwater in the
event of flooding. The 440 meter long canals are 60 to 90
cm deep, and, as the three 9 meter wide basins, changes
character depended on the amount of rain. The basins
are connected individually, meaning that when the first is
filled, the water will start to run into the next. Rarely will
the third basin be fully loaded, resulting in three basins
with different characters. [laridanmark.dk, 2]

Due to its innovative combination and implementation,
the project received 12 million kroner, or about half of the
development expenses. Gladsaxe Sportscenter is one
of four projects in Denmark, called VANDPLUS, receiving this financial support to improve new climate change
adaptations. Gladsaxe Sportscenter stands out as their
initial focus has been to improve the interest in physical
activities for young girls and elderly. [loa-fonden.dk]

The urban landscape is not only designed for skaters,
but will offer possibilities for different activities, and
combines its drainage function with recreation, offering
the city inhabitants facility for parkour, taking walks, sun
bathing, grilling food and dabbling in the basins. In the
transition from the surroundings to the urban landscape
is plinths to sit on, while the third basin contain facilities
for hosting smaller roofed concerts and dance areas.

Fig. 236

[roskilde.dk]

The facility is able to contain a large amount of water in
the area in various artificial ponds and canals, while offering a water playground, an outdoor gym, jumping pillows
and hammocks, and also a large area for BMX bikes, roller skating, children’s scooters and skaters, which can be
transformed into an outdoor ice rink during the winter.
Everything lowered to collect rainwater, and can be used
both when dry and when containing water. [grontmij.dk]

Fig. 237

The second reference is a Rabalder Park in Roskilde supposed by the Danish architectural office Nordarch.
Functioning as a recreational area on the outskirts of
Roskilde, it offers areas for swings, trampolines, path for
jogging and walking, and cycling trails. In addition to the

Fig. 238

Acoustics
The acoustics plays a major role In experiencing architecture and the perception of it. The perception of the
spatial qualities in a room vary when the acoustics vary.
The acoustic is one of the elements in architecture, which
can be measured. The sound we hear is energy waves
traveling from the speaker to the source, our ears. The
definition of sound is elastic moleculemovements. The
sound movesments from the source acts like ring in
the water, it moves in a spherical from. The sound movements can is defined by hertz and is measured in decibels(dB). The scale measuring decibel starts from 0- ∞.
A very faint sound like whispering has 20dB while a rock
concert is measured to about 130dB. The energy in the
sound waves from the source to the receiver drops about
6dB for each time the distance is doubled. A drop of 6dB
is clearly noticeable for the human ear, which register
even the smallest change in decibel.
The sound waves can be broken down to four different elements: Direct, reflected, diffused and diffraction sound.
Direct
Direct sound is the direct sound wave from the source
to the receiver, without being any interference from any
other surfaces or objects.
Reflection
Reflected sound is direct sound reflected from a surface.
The surface reflect the sound waves in different direction,
the refection is dependent on the angle of the reflected
surface.
Diffusion
Diffusion is when the sound is scattered and redistributed in a random direction. The diffusion does not break up
the sound or absorb it, it simple preforms like a reflective
surface, but redistribute the sound waves more random.
The sound waves is shattered into smaller waves.
Diffraction
Diffraction of the sound is simply like reflection with
some smaller differences. The difference from reflection
to diffraction is, that diffraction panels allows some of the
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Fig. 239

sound to be absorbed while the rest is reflected back into
the room.
The most measureable element in acoustics is the reverberation time, which is the time difference from when the
sound is sent to the energy from the sound is absorbed
and it is dead. The reverberation time is measured in second.
Reverberation time is determined by many factors such
as material surface and the volume and shape of the
room. The reverberation time is calculated by using Wallace Clement Sabines form formula.
T=0,161 x V/A
T = reverberation time [s]
V = Room volume [m3]
A=∑S*a
S = the total surface area[m2]
a = the total absorbstion coefficient.
The formula for calculating the reverberation time is determined by room volume, surface area and absorption
coefficient. These are the values which can be change to
modify the reverberation time.
Absorption coefficient
The materials absorptions coefficient (a) describes the
amount of energy the material can absorb. A material can
either absorb the energy or reflect it back
The theoritical scale goes from 0-1, where 0 means the
materials absorbs 0% of the sound while 100% of the
sound is reflected back. The 100% of the sound is absorbed the value is 100% and 0% is reflected. The total
amount of the reflected + absorbed energy can overstige
1. Absorption coefficient from 0.1-0.4 is noticeable in
the total. A value over 0.40 is plays a considerable role
for acoustics in the room. The aborbstion coeffeicent
is different from frequency. Some materials can have an
absorptions coefficient for high frequency and a lower
value for lower frequency.

The absorbstion coefficient is different from material to
material, which can be found is different tables. Materials
with a hard surface usually have a low absorption coefficient while a more porous or soft surface has a higher
coefficient. An example is rough concrete, which has an
average coefficient on 0.05 from 125Hz to 4000Hz, while
wood has an average on 0.56. Everything which has a
surface can either reflect or absorb the sound, including
living thing like such as humans. The calculated value for
a small group of 10 people has an average on 0.41, which
has a considerable effect on the reverberation time.
Surface area
When a change in reverberation time is need, the surface area can be changed to satisfy the requirements for
the given event. It can be made by using variable sound
absorbers. The amount of sound absorbing materials
determine the reverberation time, and by changing the
amount of the sound absorbing materials, a change in
the reverberation time can be obtained. There are several methods for changing the sound absorbing material
amount, some of the methods are listed beneath.
Retractabe sound absorbing curtains
the amount of sound absorbing material can be changed
in relation to the given event. The system of retractable
curtains can either controlled manually or automatic.
Hinged Panels
Sound absorbing materials is installed on the back side
of sound reflecting surface, which then can be swung
open, when changes in the reverberation time is required.
This method creates a more displaced surface in the wall.
The amount of the visible sound absorbing materials can
again be changed after the requirements. This method is
also used in Musikhuset Aarhus.
Rotatable elements
Triangular shaped elements is installed in the walls, with
sound reflecting and absorbing materials. The other solution allows to have two different materials, either a sound
reflecting or absorbing surface, while introduces a third
material which can be a diffusion material. This solution

Fig. 240

Reflective material
Diffusive material
Absorbing material

gives a higher degree of changes in the sound absorbing
material and the reverberation time.
Volume change
The volume of the arena bowl has a major effect on the
reverberation time. Changes in room volume can be obtained by using several techniques. The most essential
is the change in the volume. This can be made by using
moveable ceiling, which change the volume of the room.
Jesse Jones hall in Texas and Edwin Thomas hall in University of Akron uses moveable ceilings to change the
room volume. [Egan, 2005]
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